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FULTON, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, MARCH 29, 1946.

Bare. Autrey Spoke
Rural Highways To
Pastors Discuss
Special Subscription
At First Baptist
Receive More Support
Playground Program
Offer Until April 15
Church Last Week
Here This Sumner
Under Program
At this time we are having a
Fenser Pastor Delivered Powerful good many of our subscribers to
become due for renewal, so, inMesaage on the "Pre-erninent
stead of sending solicitors into the
Christ."
field, we are introducing a special
offer
Rev. E. A. Autrey, former pastor money-saving subscription
at the First Baptist Church of from new through April 15, 1946.
If you have not renewed your
Patton, in a special message to
insanbers of- the Woodrow Fuller subscription by that date it will be
Bele Class, and a group of other necessary to dr* your name front
blends, delivered a powerful mes- our mailing list. So please come in
sage there Thursday night, March or send your renewals in at once,
XL Mai. subject was "The Pre-Emi- and those who are already readers will have this brief opportuninent Christ.''
Woodrow Fuller Bible Class ga- ty to subscribe for "The Farm and
Lbered in the basement of the Home Paper" at a special discount
church to enjny a delightful ban- during this period. Regular price,
gaga which had been prepared by $1.50 per year within 20 miles znf
the ladies of the church as a cli- Fulton. Special Offer only $1.0fi per
max to a recent attendance con- year but you must art now, as this
test oanducted by the Reds and offer is limited and will not be
Maas of this class. Adjourning to extended.
the auditorium where a good crowd
had asirembled. the class heard Scouts Will Hold
Bev. Autrey bring an inspiring mesCourt Of Honor
sage upon the importance of Christ
us a program of peace and proIn Fulton Friday
gress in the world.
Never was Rev. Autrey better in Plans Being Made For Scout
delivery, and his sermon was timeCamporee To Be Held At
ly, stressing the part of Christ in
columbus-Belmount Park
salving the problems of peace and
This Summer
cantentment in this world of distress and unrest.
Approximately one hundred and
Rev. Autrey is engaged in evange- fifty Boy Scouts of Fulton, Hicklistic work now with his brother at man and Carlisle counties will
West Monroe, La., and will travel hold a Court of Honor at the First
en several states in the next few Christian Church here,
Friday,
months to deliver gospel messages. March 29, beginning at 7:30 p. m.,
He will be assisted by Irvin E. Cole. under...the direafiion of Elbert Johns,
song leader, and his wife, pianist, Scout e_xecutive. The meetint wili
s
who presented a fine program of be open t4 rhe public.
music at the chutig-r here Thurs- .„Badges, ilt•eclals and other awn .s
ierits will be presented to
day eveningr...
_outs during the program.
Plans have been announced by
JWN11011 PLAY AT
the Dry Lakes Distriet Scout comDRAWS
SOUTH FULTON
mittee for lhe Scout • Camporee,
GOOD CROWD which will be held this year at
the Columbus-Belmont Park on the
"The Case of the Missing Heirs," Mississippi. The camporee will be
Miss
by
directed
play
Junior
the
held the first week after schools
Mlle D. Williams, was presented rt have ben dismissed for the sumthe school auditorium in South ITlet.
Felton Thursday night of last week,
R. E. Sanford, Billy Blackstone
with a good crowd in attendance. and Foad Homra compose a comCharles Kimbei and Betty Gor- mittee appointed to be in c.harge
dian, portrayed the leading charac- of arrangements. It is estimated by
ters in an outstanding perfor- Elbert Johns, Scout executive,
IMINFICe.
that about 200 Scouts wil particiBobby Rucker, Sammie Haddad, pate in the outing.
Marion, Yates, Susie Clement, WilFourtecn hundred dollars have
ma Speo.ght, Billy Joe King, Nor- been contributed for Scout work
did
all
Towles
Bobby
MIMI Barnes,
through the annual Council buda good job in their parts. Between get, according to Smith Brown
acts Robert Gordon sang two num- chairman of the finance commitbers_
tee.
CLEVELAND CAMPBELL
'TOOK HIS OWN LIFE
Cleve Campbell, 60, fired a .38
calbre pistol bullet into his head
last Friday morning as he stood in
the back yard of his home on the
Martin highway, two miles south'
al Fulton. Mr. Campbell was a
cripple, having suffered infantile
paralysis attack when four years
old.
Re left a note explaining that he
hoed not desired to live since the
dearth of his mother a year ago.
Efts brother, Les Campbell, Mrs.
Campbell an dtwo others, heard
the shot when it was fired.
He leaves his brother, Les Camplbell, and two sisters, Mrs. Nola
()ebb and Mrs. Audie McDaniel of
Mayfield
'MUTH FULTON 4-H'ers
ATTEND RALLY DAY
The South Fulton band led 875
4-II'club members in a parade held
at UnSon City last Saturday during
the Rally Day event. Fifty-six
members of the South Fulton 4-11
clubs attended.
The Rally was an all-day affair,
wad games and contests were en' isaed, and reports made by the.
various clubs.
Parkview club won first and
Illharedonia second prize in the attendance cohtest. Mason Hall won
the award in the best stunt ,on
-Advantage of Living on the
- Farm." Rived took second place.
Mrs. William Smith and Claude
Williams, leaders of.South Fulton,
attended the Rally.

Farm Club Meeting
Held At South Fulton
S. D. Broadbent, Jr., Hybrid Corn
Expert, Chief Speaker on
Program Tuesday Night.
In the final meeting, until Fall,
of the South Fulton Parm Club, at
the school building Tuesday night,
approximately 100 farmers gathered to discuss farm problems, with
R. A. Fowkes, chairman. S. D.
Broadbent, Jr., hybrid corn expert,
was the principal speaker, being
introduced by Paul Butts.- Mr.
Broadbent brought an interesting
message to the group.
T. B. Garth, Obion county agent,
and Charles Wright, president of
the Fulton County Farra Bureau,
were present, and made brief
talks. R. J. Sedberry, agriculture
instructor at Woodlan Mills, spoke
on Fertilizer.
The South Futon farm club has
held some good meetings this year,
and by directed programs progress has been made in furthing
discussing
farm programs, and
farm problems.

Frankfort, Ky.—Increase in rural county aid road money and adoption of a new formula by the
Kentucky General Assembly will
result in $447,403 more money for
the roads in the 18 counties comprising this district, Lee Puryear,
district engineer, announced today.
In the budget adoped, $5,000,000
will be provided annually for county roads, and the new formula will
make possible division of one third
of the total on a basis of rural
population rather than toal populaion.
"This drops the population figures in cities of more than 5,000
from the division calculations," Mr.
Puryear said. "Rural population
outside the corporate limits in most
of these counties will be proportionately larger. The new Federal
Aid program provides for city
streets connecting through highways and definitely allocates $1,299,500 annually for this purpose.
Whet matched, this will mean $2,599,000 each year for urban highways in cities having more than
5,000 population.
"Added to this, many miles of
federal secondary rural highways
have already been designated and
while some of these are state highways, some are county rural roads
and will be built with Money other
than that included in the states
rural appropriations."
"Strong talk was used by Com-nissioner J. Stephen Watkins in
discussing the problems of rural
county highways with the distriat
Who met
Frankfork
-'1,401
lor
We were instructed- -tit
cconsided mind roads our minim
problem. Definite policies were adopted relating to the proper expenditure of the money by roundtable approval of district engineers
and executives in the Division of
Rural Highways."
Under the new formula, and with
the increased program, the following comparative figures relating to
Fulton, Hickman and Graves counties were announced:
allotment,
Fulton county, old
$12,469, new allotment, $34,155;
Hickman county, 11,430, and $30.490; Graves county, $22,139, and
$55, 150.
BASEBALL DIRECTORS
• MET MONDAY NIGHT
Directors of the Fulton Baseball
Association met Monday night and
discussed plans for the approaching playing season of the Kitty
League. It was recided to wait until the spring training session opens
before a drive to raise funds to
carry on baseball here this year.
Fulton has a hook-up with the
Memphis Chicks, and with a number of players already signed. and
a good infield in sight, there is every indication that the local club
will get off to a fair start. '
Work in going forward on imdiamond, the
of the
provement
fences, and the grandstand at Fairfield Park, and this program should
be finished shortly.
FULTON COUPLE
CELEBRATES 45TH
WEDDING ANNIVERSARY

Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Vancil, 208
Taylor-st, South Fulton, observed
their 45th %voiding anniversary
last Sunday. They were married
March 24, 1901 in Fulton and Rev.
Moss performed the ceremony.
The Vancil have five living children: Finis Vancil of Fulton, Otto
Vancil of Paducah, Robert Vancil
of Chicago; Mrs. Mary Miller of
FATHER OF MRS.
HOUSER OfES Milwaukee.
Mr. Vancil is 74 and his wife is
63.
W. L. Beaslea', Sr., father of
Mrs. C. L. Houser of Fulton died
suddenly Monday at his home in MR. NAII. OPENS
BARBECUE STAND
Paducah. - Funeral services were

conducted Wednesday afternoon. at
the Church of Christ at 19th and
Broadway, Paducah, with interment in that city.
Mr. Beasley had visited his daughter, Mr. Houser and Elder NousMrs. Andrew Williams, Miss Mar- (r of the Fulton Church of Christ,
tha Williams visited Mrs. Paul on numerous occasions, and was
well acquainted here.
Bond.

Harry Nall, who has been repairing and repainting the building across the street from the Coca-Cola plant here, is now ready to serve
people of this vicinity good pit
barbecue, and in a special ad invites their patronage. Turn inside
and read his ad.

NUMBER TEN

SERVICE NOTES

W. J. Richardson
Killed Tuesday Night
Car Hits Load Poles

Pvt. John Joe Campbell, recently
inducted in the Armed Forces, is
stationed in Texas at ,Sheppard,
Well Known Veterinarian Buried
Rev. W. R. Reid Nauned President Field.
of the Fulton Pastors AssociaThursday Afternoon In
tion This Week.
Pvt. James Gore of East St. Louis
Greenlea Cemetery
visited his grandparents, Mr. and
Ministers of the various church- Mrs. Arch Gore in Fair Heaghts,
Dr. Wil/ie J. Richardson, 35, well
es of Fulton met here Monday, Saturday night. He was enroute to known
veterinarian of South FulMarch 25, when plans for a di- Camp Campbell.
ton, was killed instantly Tuesday
rected playground program in this
night about 8:45 o'clock, when his
community were discussed. Under
Edward (Sug) Willingham, ADAM car ran into the back end of a
such a set-up playground activities H3c, has arrived home after re- trailer
loaded with poles, about
would be carried out during the ceiving his disrharge.
two miles south of the city on thc
summer;-at Carr Institute, TerryMartin highway.
•
Norman and South Fulton.
Richard A. Jones, son of Mrs. R.
The accident occurred as the
Local churches would carry for- F. Jones, Martin, Tenn., Route 3,
ward a program in co-operation has received his discharge, after 37 veterinarian failed to see the truck
in the twilight, it is believed, and
with various civic clubs, provided months service. He spent 23 months
the poles ripped through the windthe plan meets the approval of the overseas with the 162nd Infantry,
shield and top, as his car plowed
respective ,church boards, who will 41st Division. He wears the Asiaticunder the truck. The truck was
review the proposed project after Pacific Ribbon, American Theatre
driven by Ben Spanks, it is said,
presentation to them by their pas- ribbon, and Philippine Liberation
and Dave Cashon and Vernon Meator.
ribbon.
cham, colored, were on the truck.
It will be remembered that last
Light poles belonging to Kentucky
year a movement wes started to
Pfc. John D. Hz-incock, 118 Plainhave such a playground program st, Fulton, has received his dis- Utilities Company were being hauled, protruding from the back end
here, but efforts were started too charge.
of the truck.
late to obtain experienced playThe Fulton veterinarian was reground directors. The plan- this
Cpl. Ruben Townsend, son of
year would be supported by about Mrs. A. N. Sloan of Illinois, but turning from a business call at
$1,000 through the churches, and formerly of Fulton, recently wrote Martin, and the accident happened about 1 mile from his home.
$500 through the civic groups.
that he was sleeping in Hitler's
W. O. Walker, sheriff, and Chester
Rev. W. R. Reid, pastor of the summer home in Austria.
Lock, deputy, of Obion county,
Cumberland Presbyterian Church,
were called to the scene of the
was named president of the Fulton
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Ward of FulPastors
succeeding ton have re..•eived word from their accident.
Association,
Dr. Richardson was well known
Rev. W. E. Mischke, pastor of the son, William, who states that his
Church, whose ship left Singapore for Bahrein in this territory, having come here
First Methodist
term expired. Rev. Aaron Bennett recently, and will go from there to about three years ago, studying
under the late Dr. J. R. Hillman,
of the Episcopal Church was ap- the_ Philippines.
veterinarian. After Dr. Hillman's
pointed secretary pro tem and will
death he took an examination for
serve until the next meeting or.
James Shankle, F-1c, son of Mr.
a license to practice, and had been
Monday, April 8.
and Mrs. J. L. Shankle, who has
quite successful. He had recently
been in a hospital in Okinaira, has
complete as modern veterinary cliGILL-DOVE AIRWAYS
arrived in Oakland, Calif. He is
the Martin highway.
nic
ANNOUNCER FLIGHT
lecovering from serious burns rePLANS AT MARTEN ceived aboard ship.
Hi was born August 3, 1910, and
tke late lir„„ and
rms.-Ake-se
Mrs. John Wesley Vefiniilitift. He
Gill-Dove Airways at Martin are
Pvt. Richard Willey, son of Mr.
ready now to serve the air-minded and Mrs. Richard Willey, is now married Miss Beatrice Warren and
of this vicinity, Mr. Gill announces stationed at Ft. Lewis, Washington. three children were born to this
union. He lived in Weakley and
this week. "We are in a position to
counties for a number of
take care of your flying needs, inFrank Wiggins has received his Obion
years. He was a good citizen and
cluding the issuing of e. A. A. discharge from the Navy.
very active in his profession and
licenses."
loved by his many friends.
greatly
Alvin P. Noltemeier, former ArOak408
Harris,
E.
S. Sgt. George
his widow; one son,
leaves
hours
3500
with
pilot
Corps
my Air
st, has received his discharge.
Donald; two daughters, Louise and
in the air, most of which has been
Peggie, all of Fulton; two brothers,
as' flight instructor, is now located
Pfc. Walter R. Wood, 105 Valleyat the Martin airport as general st, has received his discharge aft- Rev. Wesley Richardson of Fulton
manager and C. A. A. flight ex- er 30 months service. He spent 11 and Sidney Richardson of Dresden,
Tenn. Funeral services were conaminer.
months in the ETO and wears two
ducted Thursday afternoon at the
Mr. Gill, who opened his airport battlestars.
First Methodist church by the Rev.
before the war, and carried on a
Walter Mischke, pastor. W. W.
flight training program for the
of
husband
Pfc. Henry L. Davis,
government, has built a good field, Mrs. Davis, 707 Walnut-st, is back Jones & Sons in charge of interwhich is a real credit to this sec- in the States. He has been in ser- ment in Greenlea cemetery.
tion.
vice for 24 months, 19 of which
were spent in Europe.
Hogan Again Heads
FULTON GOLF CLUB
YMBC Organization
ELECTS OFFICERS
Mr. and Mrs Neal Ward received
a letter from their son, William,
Service. Club Decides To Hold Fish Fry at
Work has already started on the who is in the Maritime
Reelfoot Lake At Next
improvement of the greens at the The letter was written March lst.
Singaporenfor
Fulton Golf, Course, and with the His ship had
left
Meeting In April
approach or the open wetaher, in- Bahrein and will go from there to
imnew
on
tatting
terest in golf is
the Phillipine Islands.
Meeting in regular business sespetus, according to Joe Hall, presHe wrote that he had not received sioft at their club home Tuesday
ident.
any mail since he left the States night, members of the Young Men's
A meeting of the members was in October 1945, except 2 radio- Business Club held an election of
held Thursday night of last week grams.
officers and directors for the enat Fall & Fall insurance office.
suing six months. J. R. (Happy)
when officers were chosen for the
Athlyn E. Willingham, AMMH3c, Hogan was re-elected as preisident.
ensuing year as follows: Joe Hall, 300 Edding-st, Fulton has received Russell Johnson, recently elected
President; Rube McKnight, Vice- his discharge from the Navy.
as a new member, was chosen secDavis, Beeretary
President; Bud
retary. Milton exam was elected
and Treasurer.
as assistant secretary. Robert BurWAR DEPARTMENT
Fulton is fortunate in having one
row was named as vice prialdent
MAKES SPECIAL
section,
of the finest courses in this
ENLISTMENT EFFORT of the organization. Louis atizzle
and plans are being made for city
was choisen serneant at amis.
and inter-city matches here this
Directoss are Paul Elennett,'Guy
The War Dopartment has directsummer.
ed that effctive immediaely and Fry, Louts.' Weaks and !Carter
continuing until midnight, April 7, Olive.
SOUTH FULTON BAND
1948, a special effort be made to
Leon Fields, Glenn Walker and
number of R. F. Kelly were voted into the
ATTENDS MUSICAL
enlist the maximum
FESTIVAL AT MEMPHIS men with previous service in an club as new memt*rs. Guy Fry and
armored force unit including ser- Frank Wiggins, two old members,
Eighteen members of the South vice type organizations with the were back after receiving their disFulton band attended the West armored forces, for direct enlist- charges from armed forces.
Tennessee Musical Festival at Ellis ment and assignment to the 2nd
Plans were discussed for a feed,
Auditorium in Memphis laas Sat- Armored Division presently located and it was decided that the group
diband
anEller,
urday, with Ed
at Camp Hor..-3, Texas, it was
shoud hold its next meeting at
rector, in charge.
npunced this week by the Fulton Reelfoot Lake when a fish fry will
Band members attending were: Recruiting Station.
be enjoyed. This meeting will be
Ann Carolyn Speight, Obst-a NaAll men enlisted for the 2nd the second Tuesday night in April.
bors, Edna Owen, Wilma Jean Armored Division will be shipped
Speight, Evangeline Holliday, Nell through reception ce_nters in the
COMMUNITY PLAY AT
King, Beth Cannon, Betty Williams, usual manner. Grades in which enWELCH FRIDAY, MARCH MI
Virginia Allen. Lela Allen, Joan listments are accomplished will be
Hutchens, Billy Joe King, Billy Joe governed by current regulations.
"Dotty and Daffy," a commtmity
Crawford, bobby McKinnon, Alton
Barnes, Tommy Strange, and BarMrs. W. L. Williams, Mr.. and play, will be given at the Welch
night,
building, Friday
bara Adkins.
Mrs. Paul Bone an dchildren of school
Union City, Mr. Brarly Williams af March 29, beginning at eight o'Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Damron and Danville, Ill., were bed time callers clock. It is a three-act comedy-,
Alvin Jene spent the wesk end in of Mr. and Mrs Andrew Williams with special entesaainment between acts.
Wednesday night.
Martin.
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A COMMUNITY CENTER
For a good, long while now there
has been talk about the value of a
real community center in Fulton.
Fortunately, the foundation for
such is already laid, and it remains
merely for a few groups of civic
organizations to get together and
perfect a common plan that would
establish a permanent COMMUNITY CENTER.
We are speaking of the old Fulton
Fair Grounds. It would be an easy
matter to work out a real community gathering place on these grounds.
For years the front end of this
park area has been used as the
Kitty League park. On the back
portion of this ground various
rural gatherings, such as Farm Bureau meetings, 4-H club shows, the
Ken-Tenn Exposition, racing, etc.,
have been held.
The Young Men's Business Club
has been interested in developing
the rear half of the grounds, and
has proposed to the Board of Education to either purchase this land,
or work out a joint project to improve and perfect this part of the
park.
The Lions Club, by public subscription, has been raising a fund
with which to build a Me4norial
Stadium here. This fund will be
turned over to the School Board.
to erect the stadium where and
when they deem proper.
Baseball fans are interested in
development of Fairfield Park as a
baseball grounds.
It seems to us that these three
organizations should get together,
and act in unity on some 15111n that
would make this entire park area,
one of the i'line:st COMMUNITY
CENTERS in this territory. All
School
three organizations—the
Board, the Lions Club and th
Young's Men's Business Club—are
primarily interested in promoting
a civic betterment program in Fulton, and each organization is and
will be acting in the interest of
all the people.
The old fair grounds should be

permanently improved, with permanent buildings, and permanent
fences erected. It could be made
into a fine place of recreation, and
would be an ideal gathering place
for any and all events that might
be held in this Community. A unified and co-operative plan would
make possible a definite proect, and
promote a broader program that
would be community-wide in intercst and encourage our civic pride.
Whether it is our school system,
our baseball park, our farm meetings and events, any effort or expense incurred in any of these programs, will come from the people
themselves. It matters not that some
may not be interested in baseball,
or football, or fairs, or °the: type
of community events, everyone of
these will have to have the support
of the citizens and taxpayers.
Seriously, this is a matter that
needs real round-table discussion in
public meeting and will require a
broad, far-sighted viewpoint to direct a uniform program for civic
improvement.
Let us look ahead now—plan and
work together for the common
good. We know that the people are
deeply interested in the future of
Fulton and all is needed is some
real team work and a good job can
be well done.
ELDER STATESMEN
There are a few men who have
served in the Federal Government
so long and so well that their opinions cannot be overlooked. So let
us consider them while we rnay

take Henry L. Stimson, former China and France can there be
Secretary of State and the Republi- evolved that essential understandcan Secretary of War under Frank- ing and unity of action so necessary of the peace is to be kept, by
lin D. Roosevelt say&
"If the atomic bomb were merely armed force if necessary. Unspeakanother—though more devastating able disaster would result through
—military weapon, which could be failure on the part of each and all
assimilated into the customary pat- of these nations to recognize their
tern of international relations, con- common interests and to harmonceivably we could then follow the ize their action in support of those
old pattern of secrecy and sole ro.-1 interest.
"The United Nations is now fulliance upon national military superiority, and depend upon interna- ly embarked upon its all-importtional caution to stay the future ant task. It is but natural that it
use of the weappon. But, to my should meet with trials and tribuview, the recent unlocking of atom- lations from time to time, especialic energy constitutes a first step-- ly as it gets under way. All friends
and only a first step--in a new of peace and humanity should
control by man over the primal therefore exert themselves to the
forces of nature too revolutionary utmost to support the organization,
and dangerous to fit into the old particularly over the present most
patterns." Our Government respon- critical stage of its growth."
You are not expected to agree
sibility was defined by Mr. Stimentirely—not even with these two
son:
statesmen."
The
"But this solitary possession is grand "elder
correspondent who
most certainly very transient. It Washington
must recognize this an dact swift- has dispatched this item to the
ly. It must take the lead by holding paper you are reading doer,n't quite
out an open hand to other nations agree, either. But you cannot pass
in a spirit of genuine trust and by the judgment of such men as
with a real desire for a thorough- Stirnson and Hull in these troubled
going cooperative effort in meeting days.
and solving this problem. Truly
this is a time for greatness of heart.
and of purpose, and unless we
demonstrate these qualities now
other nations cannot be expected to
do so."
Cordell 11)111, until recently Secretary of State, also notes a current "spirit of impatience" in the
World and he declares:
"Only through continued
cooperation among the United States,
Great Britain, the Soviet Union

•Silo Simpkins Says
Only farmers who count costs of
production can count profits of
production.
Small grains can be used for
large profits in a well balanced
farm program.
As far as insect pests are concrned, DDT might as well mean
"Don't Dare Touch."
Community improvement is the

CALL US

SPRING FEVER!
DON'T let your motor get SPRING FEVER!
Let us give your car a thoroughing servicing

1. Change Oil
2. Gulflex Lubrication
3. Wash and Polish

DRY CLEANING
_and_
LAUNDRY SERVICE

Cash and Carry Service
—Your Patronage Is Always Appreciated.

Goodwin Service Station
Phone 1108

Cor. Eddings sod Valley

ks! Totti.oss /..$).1)„.1.2,12..KsAwiwoV4A11.011.)INViktl...$.114)0_1141,01111VW

0 04494WWWW"NrkllViVPU/

Subscribe for The News today.

Let Us Help You Solve
Your Heating Problems
We carry the well know DELCO line of
Oil-Fired Automatic Heating Equipment for
every kind of need or requirement. Besides Delco
Conditionair, Delco offers other automatic
equipment such as
WATER HEATERS
ELECTRIC STOVES
VACUUM CLEANERS
FARM FREEZERS
RADIOS
ELECTRIC WELDERS
TVA TER SYSTEM
REFRIGERA7'ORS
LIGHTING SYSTEM
BATH FIXTURES
See Us for Delco Appliances, which are
made by General Motors Coporation. We are
supplying and servicing many rural homes and
business places in the Ken-Tenn Territory, and
will be glad to figure with you on your next job.

PARISIAN B B SUPPLY COMPANY
LAUNDRY-CLEANERS
PIwne 14

and fill up the tank with that GOOD GOLF
GASOLINE.
We call for sod deliver your ear

first, healthy step in State and
National improvement.
Farm business is like a twobucka well; as production costs go
down, profits go up.
Any community that is worth
spending a life in is worth the expenditure of effort toward improvement.

Plumbing, Heating and Electrical Appliances
117 Main Street
Phone 110
Fulton, Ky.

Construction Work Starts
Frozen Food Locker Plant
ON

Contractors are now busy building the new Frozen Food Locker
Plant at our place of business, 234 Fourth-st Extension, and they estimate that the plant will be ready in about six weeks. We are glad to announce this good news to our many patrons, and urge that those who
have been desiring a locker, and have not already signed up for one do so
at once, for we feel confident that there are not going to be enough lockers to go around, even though we will have a 300-locker system.

•

The Perishable Season Is
Just Ahead
"IT'S A PLEASURE
TO DINE OUT--"
This expression is often made by our patrons, because we take great pride
in serving them good, wholesome meals, in a courteous, friendly manner.
We invite you to eat with us regularly, or on special occasions when you,
your family or guests wish to dine out.
REGULAFt DINNERS — SHORT ORDERS — SANDWICHES — HOT
AND COLD DRINKS — DESSERTS

The Steak House
LAKE STREET
11

I

FORMERLY
11 . kill.

LOWES' CAFE

The strawberry and fruit season, with the year around protection
needed for perishable foods, will place heavy demands upon The Frozen
Food Locker Plant. Those wishing to enjoy the advantages and privileges
of our plant must act now if they want space set aside for them. Besides
the economy angle of using a locker, there is the Oefinite advantage of
providing nx)re, good wholesome food for your family when you want it
Meeting the food problem today is a greater task than it used to be, and
the Frozen Food Locker is the answer, we believe.

COME IN AND SIGN UP NOW---DON'T WAIT--FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE.

SAWYER'S

FROZEN FOOD LOCKER PLANT
FULTON, KT.

234 Fourth-st Extention

Phone 75

Fulton, Kentucky
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suade the publishers of the Webster
texts that this incomsistency rather
"ASK"
negates much of the value of the
book itself as a scholarly work.
Even in little Fidelity there was When dictionaries are made to be
insincerity, though it masqueraded honest and useful, more attention
as education. If only all the people will be given to the fact that several pronunciations are valid. The
A fund for the work of the Ken- I have known had used their inlast unabridged Webster's Internatucky Development Association in sincerity as we did, all would be
tional has gone far in that direction,
bringing industrial plants to the well in the world. Our teachers,
the
books, but is still is obsessed with the nostate has been over subscribed. slavishly following
tion that New England is right
Business men are willing to pay taught us to pronounce such words
when anything is questioned, reas
"ask"
in
what
they
supposed
for trying to regain Kentucky's
gardless of its small population as
was
the
true
New
England
and
place in the industrial sun.
therefore, the
foreordained and compared with that of the rest of
the country.
The annual Easter campaign of predestinated way. In the schoolroom, when we were reading or
The radio is certainly having a
the ICentucky Society for Crippled
spelling, we actually tried to fol- good effect on leveling our pronunChildren has a goal of 6125,000 in
low this impossible sound, succeed- ciations. Affected sounds are still
a state wide-drive which opened
ing fairly well. The minute we left to be heard, but they are largely
last Friday and will continue
the whoolroom, however, we re- the mark of the novice or the
through April 21.
lapsed into our natural pronuncia- would-be New Englander. "Either"
tion. That is why I said just a while and "neither" are other tests words.
Less than a year ago the English
ago that others could have profited It is amusing to hear some KenPeoPie turned their backs on their
tucky-born person who has always
by the same insincerity.
great war leader and elected a labor
Scholars all over America and made the "ei" an "e" in sound sudgovernment pledged to a program
denly as an announcer of a jerkwatof socializing English industry. Or- the English-speaking world have
er station pronounce it "i": That
dinarily it is none of our business never been bold enough in declarsounds big, I suppose. One such
what kind of a government the ing to the partially educated and
boy I know, who announced proudthe
uneducated
that
in
speech,
EngEnglish people elect, but when
ly the local ads of' his station, has
lish
speech,
theee
is
no
hard-andthat government asks us for a loan
practically no formal education and
or gift, all or part of the proceeds fast pronunciation that must be
usually mixes up his war news unof which are to be used to launch followed at least for many sounds.
Many well-educated though nar- til you would have difficulty in
a socialistic economy in England,
rowly educated, people like to be- knowing what is what, but he sticks
We do have a right to comment.
lieve still that there is one and to his "eyther" as if it were more
only one way to pronounce—their important than war or peace.
It all bunk that the United States
way. Hence we have had the monAnd all this reminds rne of the
Government will balance its budstrosity of teaching pronunciations time when one of my rural teachget, and reduce the high rates of
as if they were the Law and Pro- ers walked into the dentist's office
taxation. True, the war is over.
phets and then wonderink why our and said she come to have some
But the spending spree, no. Sentiefforts seem to be so fruitless. The work "did". One of our neighbors,
will
mental American peopple
Webster dictionaries, by far the who made no pretense to knowing
back foreign loans and relief on
most used of their kind, still carry a from b in grammar heard her and
imppossible
to
It
is
huge scale.
the pronunciation that our teachers felt that something was wrong; she
expect anything but a big deficit
tried so har dto beat into us; then told me and asked about the usage.
tor the fiscal year beginning July
a small figure refers you to a part That expression got to be the neigh1. So quit your dreaming, and reof the dictionary where verying borhood's special, always behind
member that Ben Franklin gave
pronunciations are discussed
at the back of the teacher of course.
warning in 1789 that "In this
length. I wonder just how many Effv.rtation of pronunciation or of
death
certain
but
world nothing is
people ever turn back,to that dis- vocabulary nearly always defeats
and taxes."
cussion. If they do, they will find the very purpose of accuracy and
that theis same dictionary says meticulousness. Many people still
There aren't enough people work- that the pronunciation recorded as feel that the social rank of a person
ing today in the United States to if it 'Were the Law and Gospel if is raised visibly by the use of cerkeep the wheels going around. The used by only a small percentage cf tain words and sounds; it would be
consumer is hungry for autos, ra- the American people and that most better to say that one's social rank
dios, refrigerators, washing ma- of the country pronounce "ask" and is indicated in this fashion.
chines; the farmer is desperate for such words with a vowel that is the
is
ZIPW machinery. The country
same as "a" in "cat". I wish that
Now for THE NEWS'
sick of strikes but more strikes oc- some dictionary-maker could per- VI
"
licribe
We
lingers.
idleness
cur daily, and
want peace and production in industry so that goods will be turned out and the force of Mflation
will be turned back.
The sooner the wheels of industry really start turning the sooner
this country will take definite action against inflation. Meanwhile,
with rigid, bureaucratiC controls,
millions of feet of lumber and
building materials, industrial products, etc., are going to foreign nations, while Americans do without.
Authorities in Washington need to
awaken to the seriousness of con&ions, and take the necessary steps
distrito speed up production and
bution of everything. The quickest
and sanest way to do that is to
eliminate governmental "red tape"
and cut stuffcii bureaucratic payrolls. OPA should be abolished immediately on most items and let the
wheels of industry turn again.
The
No money to throw away.
present debt of the U. S. is 6178,647,244,000. Our debt is just about
equal to that of all our allies bac
Doeluding Great Britian and its
the
plus
Colonies,
and
minions
combined debt of all the rest of the
world. NeyertheAel, some of our alof
leged statesma_p are in favor
letting Great 'Britain pull Uncle
Sam's leg for"7$3,750,0-00,000--just
another one of those miscalled
noans."
If you insist on putting ALL
your eg,gs in one basket, be sure
they are clean, Grade A eggs.
Soil is the basic resource of agriculture, and soil fertility is a
limiting factor in farm production.

;

BUILDING
THIS
YEAR-THEN
SEE US
BEFORE YOU BUILD

DON HILL
CONCRETE
and
GENERAL
CONTRACTING
PHONE 361

Lots of Ways To Get
Caught—For Example

FARM FIELD DAY SET
which will discuss livestock proIf you are interested in getting
FRIDAY AT JACKSON
ects, while the other will study a good price for your home or
EXPERIMENT STATION work under way in horticultdral
farm, now is the time to sell IL
plots and the greenhouse.
We have prospects wafting—
Farmers of West Te,nnessee will
what have you?
have an opportunity next Friday
Ignorance, Indifference, Waste,
J. W. HEATH, Realtor
(March 29) to study the latest de- and Carelessness are the Four
Horsemen
4061
/
2 Lake St.—Upstairs
of
forest
destruction.
velopments in field crops, liveOver the New Fulton Bank
stock, and fruits and vegetables at •
Subscribe Now for THE NEWS!
the annual Field Day schedule at
the West Tennessee Experiment
Station in Jackson. The program,
starting at 10 a. m., and ending at
KENTUCKY CERTIFIED
2:30 p. m., will present specialists
in all these fields, and will &elude
discussions and a tour of field crop
plots, and inspections of livestock
undergoing feeding experiments.
Response of red clover to lime
Stop guessing. Plant a home grown certified yellow hybrid
and fertilizer treatments, work' on
corn. It pays.
disease resistant red clover, ligumes
in permanent pastures experimenis,
Soft grain, stiff, good root perfectly growed High germination,
various studies of alfalfa and other
Place your order now while you can get any size grain t,o fit
topics will occupy the morning sesyour planter. Or get your sack at local dealer.
sion. The afternoon session will be
Produce° By
divided into two groups, one of

HYBRID SEED CORN

— Charles E. Wright, Fulton, Route 1.
Ky. 103 — Robert Thompson Fulton, Route 1.

U. S. 13

WE INVITE YOU
To Visit Our Shop-FOR
Prompt, Courteous
Barber Service
Dewey Hogg Jack Hogg

SERVKE
BARBER SHOP
215 ChurchBt.
Fulton Ky.
Opposite Old Farmers Bank Bldg.

DRIVE IN
TO SEE US
PIT BAR-B-Q, SOUP, CHILI
SANDWICHES
Oppen Sundays and Every Night

HERE THEY
ARE AT LAST
Conte In and Choose YoursNow

Parker Lifetime Fountain
Pens
$8.75 up
and
Pen and Pencil Sets
$12.50

HOP'S LUNCH ROOM
Plenty Parking Space
Curb Service
Across Street From
Laundry
Your Patronage Appreciated

OWL DRUG COMPANY
PHONE 160

436 Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.

If some one is bitten by your dog;
Or injured on your preimses;
Or property damaged by your children;
If you are interested in the dozens of things
You are protected against for $10.00 confer with

Atkins Insurance Agency
PHONE No. 5

IF IT CAN BE CLEANED
WE CAN CLEAN IT!

It Costs LessTo Prepare
Than To Repair
Old Man Winter is a hard task master for Automobiles He nips vulnerable spots of your car'with disastrous effects unless you are prepared.
It pays to keep your car well winter ized against the cold weather.

WHEN YOU HAVE TROUBLE-JUST PHONE 622

WE take great pride in our Cleaning and Pressing Service, and we are better equipped now in
our modern, new building to provide even better service than in the past.

WE INVITE YOU TO VISIT OUR NEW PLANT
Prompt, Courteous Service
PRESSING DONE WHILE YOU WAIT!

Our Service Department is equipped to give your car a thorough overhauling if it becomes necessary, or to make those minor adjustments and
repairs that will prevent more serious trouble and expense.
IT'S EXPENSIVE TO LET YOUR CAR TO BECOME AILING and out
of repair. Then, too, there's no telling when you will be able to get a new
one.

LET US REBLOCK YOUR HAT
AND MAKE fT LOOK LIKE NEW

LET US KEEP YOUR OLD CAR IN TROUBLE-FREE SERVICE

Alterations and Repairs When Requested
PHONE No.

QUALITY CLEANERS
CASH AND CARRY
227 Commercial Ave.

Fulton, Ky.

LITTLE MOTOR CO.
Foulah Street

Phone 622

Fulton, Ky.
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PILOT OAK
Mrs. W. L. Rowland celebrated
her 69th birth day Wednesday of
last week, March 20. Her daughter,
Mrs. Thelma Puckett and grand
daughter, Norma Sue, Mr. W. L.
Rowland, Miss Allie Rowland. Mr.
and Mrs. Virgil Rowland, Mr. and
Mrs. Ewin Rowland and Ludoi a
rind Mr. and Mrs. Tom Wadlington.
Mr. John Yates and Mrs. Allene
Lowry went to Mayfield Saturday.
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
Frrd Steele were Mr. and Mrs. Edd
Lamb, Mrs. Hattie Puckett.
•Mr. and Mrs. Edd Mount were
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
Orbie Bushart.
Quite a crowd gathered at the
home of Mr .and Mrs. Roy Bowden's Sunday at Fulton to celebrate nis 52nd birthday, also his
son Billie's 22nd birthday. Those
enjoying there hospitality were:
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Yates, Mr.
and Mrs. Jess Heath and three children, Mr, and Mrs. Noble Copeland
and two children, Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Collins and two children, Mr.
and Mrs. Leonard Wilson and daughter from Water Valley, Mr. and
Mrs. Will Collins Mr. and Mrs. Edd
Rhodes Mrs. Emma Grissom and
Mr. Albert Caldwell, Mrs. Evelyn
Bond and four children from Pilot Oak, Mrs. Carmel Ingram and
Mary Nell, Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Wall, Miss Marie Workman, Leon
Ross, Euline Mansfield . and Carl
Ingram, Billie and Wendell Bowden. A fine and lovely dinner was
served and a most enjoyable day
was spent.
Mrs. Esta Moore, Mrs. Lucille
Emerson. Mrs. Mary Collins and
Mrs. Lela Bushart visited Mrs. Winnie Steele Saturday afternoon.
Robert D. Emerson has returned
home, he received his discharge
from the Navy.
Mr. Pern Grissom is unimproved
at this time.
Bobby Glisson is sick with the
measles.
Mrs. Edd Rhodes visited Mrs.
Hall in Murray one day last week.
Mrs. Edith yates arrived home
Monday from Detroit where she
been visiting for the past two
weeks. Mrs. Luna Wray accompanied her back home, we wish for

Mrs. Wray a speedy recovery.
Bruce Vincent, Eldon Glissen,
Marvin Coletharp andd Darius
Emerson come in Monday morning
with their tractors and plowed Orbie Bushart's ground and B. G.
Lowry's garden.
The. Bible Institute will begin
Wednesday night and continue
through the week with all day service and dinner Saturday. Every
body is envited to come.
SUNDAY, MARCH 31
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
"Reality" is the subject of the
Lesson-Sermon which will be read
in all Christian Science churches
throughout the world on Sunday
March 31, 1946.

Retailers Demonstrate How OPA
Causes "Camouflaged Inflation"
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Below is the scedule of work fox
the Extension workers in Fulton
County during the week of April 1
to 5.
Meeting,
April 1: 4-H Club
Crutchfield school, 9:00 a. m.
April 1: 9-H Club Meeting,
Lodge:don school, 1:00 p. m.
April 2: 4-H Club Meeting, Sylvan Shade school, 9:00 a. m.
April 2: 4-H Club Meeting, Graves scho o1,1:00 p. m.
Training
- Clothing
April
school, Mrs. Cecil Burnett's 10:30
a. m.
April 5: 4-H Club Meeting, Cayce
school, 9:00 a. m.
All our possessions are as nothing
compared to health, strength and
a clear conscience. —Hosea Ballou.

F
YOUR HOUSECLEAN/NO

/If

w"ieQUICICH EASY!

The Golden Text is "Whatsoever
things are true, whatsoever things
are honest, whatsoever things are
just, whasoever things are pure,
are
things
lovelY,
whatsoever
whatsoever things are of good report; if there be any virtue, and if
there by anY praise, think on these
(Phil. 5:8).
things."
Among the citations which comprise the Lesson-Sermon is the
following from the Bible: "Every
good gift and every perfect gift is
from above, and cometh from the
Father of lights, with whom is no
variableness, neither shadow of
(Jamps 1:17).
turning."
HOMEMAKERS SCHEDULE

Bowling Green.
WEST KY. PUREBRED
From 1930-1942 he was vocaLfVESTOCK ASSOCIATION
GETS FULL TIME SECRETARY tional agricultural instructor at
Morganfield, training a livestock
A meeting of the West Kentucky judging team each of 12 years for
Association the Kentucky State Fair, and actPurebred Livestock
breedwas held at Hickman last Friday, ing as instructor in feeding,
soil
and Justin Attebery was named ing. livcstock management,
conservation, etc. For the past four
as a member of the board.
years he has been peesonnel manW. R. Perry of Murray has been
at Camp Breckenridge.
ager
hird as full-time secretary of the
Next meeting of the organizabon
organization. He is 38 years old
and a native of Galloway county. will be held at Murray, Monday
He is a graduate of Western State night, April I, and plans will be
Teachers College of Agriculture at discussed for future wtivities.

H?sgsE
On the basis that unrealistic
OPA policies are raising the cost
of living in the United States, the
National Retail Dry Goods Association displayed before members
of Congress in Washington examples of what it calls "camouflaged
inflation."
The National Retail Dry Goods
Association does not seek the ismmediate end of government price
control but it asks that Congress
amend the Price Control Act so
as to increase the production of
good quality, low priced consumer goods.
As Benjamin H. Namm, president of the Association said:
"Production can stop inflation if
we can only stop OPA from stopping production."
Officials of the Association described "camouflaged inflation" as
"holding the line" against rises
in the prices of reputable goods

while granting higher ceiling
prices to inferior merchandise.
The exhibit depicted this discrepancy with the comparison of
the women's slips shown above
and more than 100 other items
received from member stores.
Among these others were a pair
of men's white woven broadcloth
shorts with an elastic waistband
on which was placed an OPA
price of $10.50 a dozen. The manufacturer has discontinued production Beside thern were pink
shorts of lesser quality bearing
an OPA price of $13.50 a dozen.
Also shown were two electric
heaters, one of first rate quality
made by a prominent manufacturer and priced by the OPA at
$8.59 retail while a decidedly
poorer model next to it from another maker bore an OPA price
of $15.67 retaiL The other
'
hibits were similarly striking.-

GUARANTEED
BETTER THAN ALL SOAPS
SOAP FLAKES AND POWDERS
For washing dishes, glassware, cooking utensils. silks.
rayons, hosiery, woodwork, floors . SO humv uses'
YOUR GROCER HAS IT HOW!

It Pays To Advertise in THE NEWS.

Special Subscription Offer
Good Until April 15, 1946
In order to bring your subscription up to date, and not have to send solicitors out in the field, we are making a special
subscription offer for a short time. So if your subscription is not paid up, renew now, or if you wish to take advantage
of this special offer, and become a regular reader of THE NEWS, this is your opportunity to save. BUT YOU MUST
ACT AT ONCE. The regular subscription price is $1.50 per year, but for a limited time, from now through April 15,
vou may subscribe for YOUR FARM and HOME PAPER for—

ONLY $1.00 PER YEAR
V

This Offer Positively Will Not Be Repeated
Or Extended.
This special offer applies only inside the Fulton territory, or within a radius of 20 milqs of Fulton.

BEAD "THE NEWS" FOR THE NEWS
• — •
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Uses For DDT
Explained Here

VOCIa-

ctor at
livestock
ears for
and act:, breednt, soil
Past four

-The new insecticide
known as
DDT is not a iemedy for all insect
troubles according
to Mr. W. A.
Price of the Kentucky Agricultural
Experiment Station in Lex,ington
says county Home Agent, Margarei
Howard. It has proved to be effective against certain insects when
used according to recommendations.
Below are some of the uses of
DDT.
The 5 percent DDT dust with a

rel ITUatge.

tnizattion
Monday
will be
i

Gue,sis what?

there ore heaps of
slick new things
for iuniors at

0014a
it's the store that
has those wonderful
Doris Dodson junior
dresses!

carrier of prophyllite, talc or finelyground walnut shock flour is recommended for use on potatoes, for
the control of most insects affecting hese plants, and on flowers for
he control of thrips, leaf-hoppers.
and plan bugs. It is not recommended for use on squash, melon,
cucumber, and bean plants.
dust with the
The 10 percent
same carriers as mentioned above,
can be used for fleas, bed bugs, ants,
roaches, lice and ticks. For dog
and cat fleas and ticks, dust rather
liberally in the sleeping quarters,
and on the adjacent ground or floor
where the fleas and ticks are present. Then treat the dog vvith one
or two easpoonfuls of he dust brushed into the hair with the hand. Because the cat licks itself, only a
small amoun of the insecticide can
be applied with safety and this to
its head and neck.
species
Ants and certain
of
roaches (German, black and brownbanded) can be controlled by dusting liberally the
places in the
these pests.
house frequented by
Usually ant hills treated with the
dust are soon vacated. Roaches like
to walk upside
down, therefore,
the undersides of refrigerators, tashelves should be
ble tops and
sprayed in conjunction
with the
dust treatments. The spray may be
either the 5 percent DDT in ol (if
there is no fire hazard) or the wasuspensible material (2
ter
1-2
pounds of 50 percent DDT powder
in a gallon of water)•
Cattle and horse lice can be killed by dusting the animal's bodY
where lice are' usually found, with
2 ounces of th insecticide. for each
'adult horse or cow.- A second treatment should be made about 2 weeks
after the first.

SALE FOR TAXES
I, Myatt John.son, Special Tax number of each Tax list, amount
Collector of Fulton County, Ken- of taxes for 1945,• together with
tucky will on Monday April 15th 19- penalty, advertising and Sheriff's
46, beginning at the hour of 1:30 P. Fee. These delinquent tax claims
M. Central Time at the North! when sold become a lien upon the
Court' House door in the City of property described on the face of
Hickman, County of Fulton, sell ' each tax bill and are subject tothe following Tax Claims listed 12 pyre( nt interest per annum and
each Tzes Payer as follow's: the costs.

magisterial Distp

No. Tax Bill

•• •

62
71
.. 89136
146
251
285
316
426
460
463
477
546
564
743
785
793
803
834
841
852
884
928
963
1004
1052
1055
1064
1119
1138
1139
1142
1185
1225
1259
1282
1336
1425
1427
1561
1562
1564
1606
1650
1665
1677

1691
1749
1766
1780
1789
1793
1807
1816

No. 1
Names
Amount
Baker, Miss Madgeline and Mrs. Chas. Hill...... . $61.80
43.11
Bard, Dick est. (Paul Workman)
59.77
-Bard. Mirs. B.. E. -1,4
.
Birmingham, Reid.....
16.95
*
4.75
Boaz, Howard C. (NR)
Burnett, Lois Wort'a
11.34
139.01
C. & G. Distributin 1 Co.
Carver, Mrs. Berth i
29.40
Crawford, A. E.
38.50
Davis, L.. Est.
46.23
Davis, Tinie
11.96
DeMyer, S. M.
63.67
29.91
Bal.
Farmer, M. L. est.
144.45
Finch, L. E. ....... ....
Harvey, Mrs. O. R.
36.97
Hillman, J. W.
8.67
Holifield, Perlie
11.94
Holliday, Sid
27.53
House, Mrs. J. J.
59.33
,
Hoy:ell, Mrs. Lonnia E.
26.31
Huddleston, John
59.7U
Jamison, H. L. .......
60.69
Kelley, J. E.
10.11
Latta, Van L.
49.13
Luten, Mrs. J. R..
51.22
McNatt, Raymond
18.28
Madden, Jack
30.02
Major, Mrs. Julia M
39.37
Moore, J. H.
3.25
Moss, Mrs. W. J. (to Myrick)
45.84
27.61
Moss, Mrs. W. J. (tq Adkins)
Mulcahy, Earl C.
41.85
Nolefi, Mrs. Addie,
53.07
Parrott, H. B.
6.35
Phillips, M. D.
3.34
Price, John T.
- 67.38
r..a,
Rose, W M.
4.75
,.''
Smith, Mattie
. 37.51
68.02
Smith, Robbie A. & Pearl Bond
Walker, Mrs. Martha S. ..............................
3.25
41.37
Walker, Paul
Walkers, L. ,p.
9.21
Whitkhead * Sherman
2.64
,. winsthn, Mrs. Minnie
18.45
Workman, Poul
35.01
Wilson, Mrs. J. L. (Warmath)
34.88
Colored
Armstrong, Ira Lee
Lackey, Lot
Morris, Reba
Patterson, cornelius
Rose, D. G.
Scales, Oney
Vanburan, Rich
Willims, Willie

Bed bugs can be treated with the Program to help take the gamble the production of the new 4H mov- tiful section of the state. Their home
dust but, in all probability, the 5 out of farm production. Anothex: ie and his or her name and address is just 1-4 mile
from Lake George
Percent DDT oil will prove more reason is, your nation realizes that will appear in the film. The story
which is one of the famous sumsatisfoctory; -In either instance the the farmer is a governing factor in may be based on fact or fancy, or mer resorts.
mattress, springs. and bedstead, par- that respect and inasmuch as he is a combination of the two, and should
Miss Martha Williams and Richticularly the legs and all cracks custodian of the nation's land that not exceed 500 words. No attenard Lowry attended the Sophomore
and crevices in the area of the slats is available for production of the tion will be paid to literary style party
at Cuba high school last
should besprayed or dusted.
necessary commodities for existance, or consruction.
Monday night.
The water-suspensible powder they are offering to pdbtect dheir
Billie Williams spent • Sunday
No experience is needed by eicontining 25 percent or 50percent investment and their income each for a leading role in th emovie, al- with Howard Taylor who celebratDDT, is used for the control of flies year with an insurance
cove:ing though some amateur play, speak- his tenth birthday.
he many losses never covered by ing or demonstration
on livestock and on the rnsides
Mrs. Cecil Taylor is very sick_
practice may
barns and othee farm buildings. To any other insurece company. Yet, be helpful.
some instances, the
make the finished spray containing we find that
All enries must be postmarked ,
NEWS BRIEFS
2 1-2 percent DDT stir 2 1-2 pounds farmer is hesitating to take advannot later than April 15, and should
of the 25 percent powder in 3 gal- age of his protection.
mailed to National 4-H Club
An hour and 44 minutes was
He stated that the law of aver- be
lons of water or 1 1-4 pounds of the
News, 59 East Van' Buren Street, shaved off the two-way New Yorkages
has
proven
that
each
50 percent powder in the same
farmer Chicago, 5, Illinois.
Berrnunda air record for commercamount of water. Use this same growing cotton each year will pay
The new 4-H movie will be spon- ial flying earlier this year. One of
2 1-2 percent
DDT
solution for the premium whether they carry
sored by the Sears-Roebuck Foun- the U. S. flag airlines covertxi the
raying the buildings and the live- the insurance or not, so he asks
dation. It will be produced in co- 1,340 miles from New York to
stock, and spray both at approxi- Why not let the Government carry
operation with the U. S. Depart- Bermuda and back in 5 hours and
mately the same time. The walls, it for you, and the quicker the mament of Agriculure, he State Ex- 48 minutes. The flight down took
celings, floor, stalls and all other jority of the farmers paricipate in
ension Services and Naional 4-H 2 hours and 22 minutes, and the
quicker •these
places where flies rest should re- this Program, the
Club News. Complete information trip back required 3 hours and 26
ceive a coarse spray sufficient to premium rates will be lowered.
Who is it that wouldn't be glad regarding the contest may be ob- minutes.
cover without run-off. Livestock
tained at the County Exension Ofshould be sprayed on back, belly, to participate in a program wherefice.
If a man be endued with a gensides and legs using about one qt. by 100 percent participation has
been
obtained
erous mind, this is the best kind of
and
our
premium
per .animtl. .The first treatment
nobiilyt. -Plato.
should be made when flies become rates way down? Y.et in order to TRAINING SCHOOL WITH
MRS. CECIL BURNETT
troublesome, the second one, two get that 100 percent, too many of us
The geverous who is always just,
weeks later and subsequent ones can't keep holding back 'waiting to
A
clothing
leaders training and the just who is always generat 4 we2k intervals. Often two or see whether it is going to happen.
Eleswhere in this paper in an act, school for Fulton county Homemak- ous, may, unannounced, approach
properly .timed
three treatments
vertistanent sponsored by the Local ers will be held in the home of the thr011e of heaven. -Layater.
give protection for the season.
AAA County Committee and Mr. Mrs. Cecil Burnett Thursday April
The
.spray may be applied with
IVIcGehee, the Chief Clerk, and it is 4, with Miss Dorothy Threlkeld,
He who gives what he would as
an orchard sprayer, bucket pump,
their wish that every cotton grower clothing specialist from the Uni- readily throw away, gives without
knapsack sprayer. or wheelbarrow
he in formed of this opportunity to vrsity of Kentucky, giving he es- generosity; for the essence of gensprayer. For best results, all farms
protec their investment and income. son. erosity is in self-sacrifice. -Taylor.
in
the neighbarhood
should be
For each farm is just a small speek
"Tailored Details" is the subject
treated simultaneously and on a
on a map of these
broad United of the- April lesson and will include
Seek not the favor of the multicooperative basis.
States, and yet the records show correct procedure to use making tude; it is seldom got by honest
DDT will kill many important or- that no farm is
safe from possible professional looking worked but- and lawful means. But seek the
chard pests such as codling moth, crop damage or
disastir caused by tonholes. This is the fifth in a series testimony of few; and number not
oriental fruit moth and leaf-hop- natural hazards.
of clothing lessons.
voices, but weigh them. -Kant_
pers, but it also kills beseficial parFarmers, regardless of where they
affecting
those
Particularly
asites,
live or how well tney farm, are robThe world see only the reflecPERSONALS
the red mite 'and the oriental frill: bed of their crops
by those haztion of a falling star; the fleeting
.noth. For this ahd :other heaso: zards. The
lucky farmer may have
Rev. and Mrs C. E. Aikins left splendor of aranbow, the bubble
Din is not recommended for gen- escaped yrar
after year, yet he nevMonday night for Trcmond, Ind., that is sure to burst by its every
eral use in the pichard. Howevea er knows-HE
MAY BE NEXT.
inflation. -Chatfield.
those having problem orchards may
Federal Crop Insurance is the where they are going to visit Mrs.
Aikins' brrother and wife, the Rev.
wish to try it. In 1945 god results only all risk
insurance offered them
Power is always right, weakness
and Mrs. T. T. De Long.
were obtained against codling moth against natural
hazards.
always wrong. Power is alays inwhen 1 pound
of actuaIDDT (2
The
county
in
which they live has
It is sold
through authorized
solent and despotic. -Noah Webpounds of 50 percent powder or 1 agents through
the County AAA 111 named lakes, and is a very beau- ster.
pounds of 25 percent powder) )pee,. Office. It must
be bought bfeore
100 gallons of water was used start- the crop is
planted or before April
ing with 'the second cover spray 10, whichever
is earlier. Liberal
for the first brood. and reducing ta erms are offered
for paying pre3-4 pound to 100 gallons beginning miums.
with the scond brood sprays.
The 5 percent
in oil (refined,
greaseless kerosene), may be used Announces New 4-H
in the house for control of flies, moMovie Contest For
squitoes. and bcd bugs, when appliLeaders, Members
ed as a residual spray. For flies
and mosquitoes apply with hand
Four-H Club leaders and memsprayer to the walls, ceiling, light
in Fulton county have an excords and other resting places. Put laefs
ceptional opportunity to .gain nait on screens with sponge or paint
applications tion-wide recognition and receive
brush. One or two
should last through the scaon. For valuable awards by participating in
the new National 4-H Movie conbed bug annly the spray to the maLberstead. Use test, Margaret Howard, County Extress, springs and
caution in treating wall paper and tension Agent, said today.
We have just installed a new Barbecue Pit,
Any adult or junion local leader
fabrics Lccause the oil afffects ceractively
4-11
leading
engaged
a
in
tain dyes.
and are now serving hot barbecue sandwiches
Club, and club membe:s enrolled
this year, are eligible to participata
Farmer Biggest
in the centest.
like you like them.
The 4-H leader who submits the
Gambler Of Allbest story idea and the 4-H boy
Insurance For Safety and.girl chosen to play the leading
roles in the movie will each receive
Of all the pepple trying to take an all-expense trip to the 25th Anout am living as a free enterprise, niversary National 4-H Club Conthe farmer is the biggest gambler gress in Chicago. Nine runners-up
of them ad, J. B. McGehee, chief in each division-leaders, boys and
cle:k of the Fulton County 4. C. A.. girls--will receive U. S. Savings
stated this week. And that is the Bonds.
one reason ',ally the Government
The winning story written by a
has stepped in with an Insurance local club leader will be used in

TRY OUR

Delicious
Barbecue Sandwiches
Curb Service

Hickory Log
BAR-B-Q

"THE SOUTHENER" WILL BE SHOWN
ATCULTON THEATRE SUN.-MON.-TUES.

tires for safety, a wash and clean job.

DROP IN AT OUR STATION
For Complete Service-the Kind Your Car
Needs To Keep It Running Longer
COMPLFTE LINE OF TEXACO PRODUCTS
--PROMPT,EFFICIENT SERVICE--

34.66
7.52
7.02
15.69
12.30

Collector will be at City National Bank Saturday March 30th.
Myatt Johnson, Special Tax
Collector
By Ella Matheny Dep. Col.

ov

Fulton, Kentucky

It is time to think about getting your car ready
for the Spring
driving season, and that means a Change of Oils,
Complete
Lubrication, draining and cleaning the radiator, checking all

13.82
14.43
4.50
11.33
13.82
16.93
15.67
10.D9

Brown, Mrs. J. T.
Perry, F. J. & LaVerne . Meness, W. M
impson Gin Co.
Wallace, E. D.

Lake Street Ext.

Texaco Service

District Niii. 2
1851
1997
2329
2385
2429

Opposite Coca-Cola Plant

State Line Street.

"The Southerner," starring Betty Field and Zachary
Stott, is showhig at the Maio° Theatre bere Sunday, Monday,
and Tuesday. This is tbe picture that storied a nation-wide
controversy and was banned in Memphis. Time magazine
says, "It is worth any dozen run-ot-the-stodio Academy
award winners."

Phone 912,1

Fulton, Kentucky

FIELDS
-Texaco Service Station
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lo-American alliance, matters are is no faction in the American Gov- Russia and the United Nations
them unwithout
affairs
its
this
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that
ernment
States
would
agree
United
that
troublesome
so
less their Bear quits growling.
the Russians program.
At the pace we are traveling the is getting ready to tell
Work on Harris Fork Creek
To."
Go
is
To
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nited
Nations
the
"Where
work
The
preto
return
may
State3
United
should hold topmost priority aIt's OK to "-mine— your soil for
Secretary of State Byrnes and successful so far—and if necessary
war opinions about Soviet Russia
mong all civic projects in Fulton.
Michigan
of
grade products, but don't unVanderburg
force
high
its
to
full
can
it
be
Senator
brought
Winston
Action now before another ser- before long. Evidently
are leaders in a new attitude with and strength, with or without Rus- dermine it with depleting practicious overflow causes serious damage Churchill has already lose his rereference to Russia. According to sia. We are not at all afraid of es.
here is the keystone of the whole spect for the Staling Government.
these two outstanding leaders the
don't
like
him,
Russians
the
and
tomormatter. That fild saying that
United States must quit leting
tryis
that
he
charge
They
tither.
row rnay be too late truly applies
On June_ 2, 1938, one of our most
ing to incite a war against the Russia get away with abusive decase.
this
in
his
for
able Senators, a man noted
and destructive tactics.
laying
It is a call to arms and civic Soviets.
many years of excellent service to
Byrnes and Vanderburg propose in
the
war
recent
dethe
further
before
no
that
demands
Just
pride
to his country, a man beloved and
the futuie to stop compromising
should ooeur in order to get Soviets wwere carrying out one of
respected by his colleagues of both lays
and coaxing Russia. They are going
was
that
and
proplans
their "5-year"
the ball rolling on the creek
parties and by the general public,
theni their objections to the
to Communize the World. When to tell
stood on the floor of the United jeet.
way Russia is carrying on—and if
of
the
at
gates
to
were
problem
Germans
major
the
a
is
it
True
States Senate and declared' he was
brutal frankness will heal the
get this job done, but we've heard Moscow, the Americans turned the
We are now accepting contracts for canof the opinion that only about 20
wounds it will be achieved in
deand
about
the
brought
that
time
tides
demonstrated
and
it said
or
tough,
per cent of the industrial dollar
as
American-English,
ning tomatoes. Please come in and sign up for
again that no problem is so ser- feat of the Axis. Soviet Russia boilwent to workers.
worse, than the Russians-Communis cannot be mastered. The ed over with enthusiastic expressthat
ious
ist stuff.
His name is not really important, American people faced a major ions of thanks.
the number of acres you wish to contract.
Moscow reports charge United
but if anyone is curious as to the task in World War II, but they did
well
fairly
until
the
went
All
States and Great Britain with inidentity ef this Senator, that curWe will pay government regulated price-the job, because they had the stuff Allied nations began conferences
tentions to form a military-aliosiy can be allayed by looking on it takes.
brought about the organization
that
there
as
113
No.
nonsense
83,
fool
liance. That's
page 10,486 of Volume
72c per bushel.
There is not a person in Fulton of he United Nations. Russia's delat the Congressional Record.
not realize that Harris egation to the San Francisco Condoes
who
What really is important and
Fork Creek must be controlled. But ference began to behave like a pack
Accurate
WATAR VALLEY CANNING CO.
what made it take on an alarming each and every one must rally be- of rowdies. Former Prime Minister
HIP
WORKMANS
misglaring
this
that
is
significance,
hind the movement and the leaders Churchill was about right when he
statement was made in the presence
At Low Cost
of this project will stay "on the told his American audiences that
of 87 other Senators and that not ball" until some real results are there was grave doubt as to whether
Clocks and Time
Watches
a single one of them rose to chal- shown.
Pieces of All Kinds Accuratethe Soviets intend, or ever would,
lenge or contradict it, plainly inly Repaired at Low Cost by—
Some discouraging obstacles have come to an agreement •with the
dicating a woeful lack of know- come up but we're not licked un- United States and Great Britain.
ANDREWS
ledge about that vital subjtct on til we believe we are--and we-don't While the United States is not ready
JEWELRY COMPANY
tbe part of the members of the na- believe that way yet.
to accept Churchill's bid for Angtion's senior legislative body.
have
the
we
why
is
That
produce.
the
often
too
all
is
as
course,
Of
ease, there is just the possibility highest standard of living the world
that the other Senators were not has ever known. The idea of dislistening when one of their num- tributing the wealth among the
ber bespoke this pessimistic esti- workers is an American concept
mate of labor's participation in and is responsible for our phenowhat it produces. On the other hand, menal economic growth.
The policy of American industry
if they were giving ear, it is evident that our Senior Legislators has been to give the workers an
stand badly in need of education in ever-increasing share of the wealth,
thus enabling them to buy more
fundamental economics.
We have parts and tools to give you prompt
and more of the products they help
Governmment records, then adoing, the market
so
In
produce.
to
and satisfactory service.
vailable to the Senators, showed
for these products has been so inthat for the decade prior thereto,
manube
can
they
that
creased
about 80 cent of the industrial dolfactured in vast quantities, which
lar went to factory and office workin turn has made them cheaper,
ers; 4 cents to factory and managefurther increasing the workers'
ment executives; and the remaincreating
purchasing power and
Fulton, Ky.
ing 16 cents to owners for reserves
311 Walnut St.
Phone 98
more jobs.
and dividends. The learned Senator
was very wide of the mark in his
estimate. There is certainly a vast
difference between the 20 per cent
be stated labor got and the 80 per
eent it actually was receiving.
If his estimate had been correct,
the American worker, instead of
averaging $1,200 a year income,
would have been getting only $300
per year which would have reduced
the American standard of living to
ahe low levels of Russia and China.
Phone 1261
Since that glaring inaccuracy
was delivered on the floor of the
For - Pick Up and
There is going to be a big demand for poulUnited States Senate, the workers'
Remember us for
share of the indusrial dollar has
try. Those who get their chciks and feed them out
Delivery Service
gone even higher and is now well
early are the ones who will profit most. Despite
over the 90 per cent mark. It is
workers'
the
that
talk of a scarcity of feed, there is plenty availquite evident
Radio Tubes, Parts and Batteries
share has now almost reached a
in Stock. One day service on all
able now. So don't delay about ordering your
Phone 9193
point where any further increase
makes radios. Located in the
your Baby Chicks.
will discourage the investment of
capital in industry and business; rear of
HARRIS FORK CREEK

RUSSIA GROWLS

ATTENTION:

TOMATO GROWERS

Typewriters—Adding Machines
Safes and Office Supplies
SALES AND SERVICE

Watch Repairing
Our Specialty

Warren's Jewelry Store

Undenvood & Bushart

Bud Undenvood H. L. "Buck" Bushart
PICK-UP SERVICE
Fulton, Ky.
Phone No. 3

Get Ready For

Spring Driving

HAM'S
RADIO
SERVICE

Better Place Your Order
Now for BABY CHICKS

Complete Lubrication Servicc
Our Specialty

Wilake Pride In Servicing You, and
Appreciate Your Patronage
'S
GULF GASOLINE AND MOTOR OIL

Prompt Pick-up and Delivery Service.
Just Phone Us---We Do The Rest.

and that a large increase would put
industry in the red and out of businem and the workers out of jobs.
No other nation gives its workers
such a large share of what thny

Jiffy Cab Bldg.
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Electnc Repair Service
R. H. Swearington, experienced renairman, is now with us, and will make repairs on
Electric Fans, Heaters, Washing Machines,
Irons, Toasters, Waffle Irons, Vacuum Cleaners, etc.

BENNETT ELECTRIC
Main Street
(
:
I\"/ 11'

.PULLORUM TESTED BABY CHICKS WITH

Opposite Orpheum Theatre

Phone 201

Fulton, Ky.

11"IA"rg,'IC''4'4'.?1'VC"40%1"1"ICA.4"7-C':(11,'/
i".

INTERIOR
DECORATING?
See us for your New Patterns in Wall Papers,
Paints, Varnishes, Finishers and Supplies.
OFFICE SUPPLIES OUR SPECIALTY
Typewriters, Adding Machines and Cash
Registers Carefully Repaired

FULTON WALLPAPER & OFFICE SUPPLY
COMPANY
Phone 85
304 Walnut Street

Fulton, Ky.

Mayfield Highway Near Ford Garage Fulton.

A PERSONALITY

FULTON HATCHERY
STATE LINE ST.

PHONE 483

POLSGROVE

SERVICE
STATION

FULTON, KY.

PasteurizedMilk--"THE SAFE MILK"

Wrecker Service
We specialize in going to the aid of motorists who break down on the road, or have the
misfortune to be in a smash-up. Our wrecker is
equipped to pull your car out of a ditch, or bring
it in for repair.
DAY and NIGHT SERVICE
A SPECIALTY
Day Phone 723—Night Phone 9188
IT COSTS LESS TO PREPARE YOUR CAR
FOR SERVICE THAN TO REPAIR LATER—
Let us Help You Keep Your Automobile In Good
Running Condition. We repair anything from a
minor trouble to a complete orerhaul job.
Just Call Us—welt Do the Rest!

Pasteurized products
have become recognized as the safest and
best for building and
keeping good health.
We take great pride
in serving thousands of
satisfied customers in
the Ken-Tenn territory.

Jones & Grooms • FULTON PURE MILK CO.
Corner Carr and State Line Streets

"HOME OF PASTEURIZED MILK"

Wow
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There is a revival of interest in the Sunday Schools and the churches
of this community. Various churches have been conducting contests to encourage attendance at Sunday School and church, and local ministers have
been bringing some fine messages to the people who have been coming to
the services here.
During the war period there was a noticeable trend upward in religious services, and people of the nation are facing the future with renewed
hope and faith in religion as the way to peace and happiness.

Owft.

Representatives of the world ar e meeting together in efforts to further the brothrhood of man_Sy unity of action that will prevent another
war which would bring destrvction such as the last war did.
•••••

This vital spark of faith i. nd trust, of the finer traits of huxnanity, is
being kindled in the churches and Sunday Schools throughout the globe.
Our churches in Fulton are playing a part in this universal plan to bring
all the peoples to greater understanding. Let us support our churches,
and one of the best ways to support them is by regular attendance.

FULTON BAKERY

T'HE DOTTY SHOP

SAWYER'S MARKET

MUNDAY AUTO PARTS CO.

PIERCE-CEQUIN LUMBER CO.

FULTON PURE BULK CO.

LATTA'S FOOD STORE

R. M. KIRKLAND, Jeweler

KENTUCKY UTILITIES CO.

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

MEACHAM'S MARKET

KENTUCKY HDW.& IMPL. CO.

ANDREWS JEWELRY CO.

PARISIAN Laundry-Cleaners

PHONE '86' TAXI

WARREN'S JEWELRY STORE

FULTON ELEC.& FURN.CO.

DeMYER DRUG CO.

EVANS DRUG CO.

GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.

L. KASNOW

BENNETT CAFE

'THE FULTON BANK

GARGUS RE-NU SHOE SHOP

THE LEADER STORE

A. C. BUTTS & SONS

BENNETT DRUG sToRE

NEW OWL DRUG CO.

BOAZ & HESTER GROCERY '

JONES AUTO PARTS CO.

FORD CLOTHING CO.

HOl3EHTS & SON
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been quite sick, is able to be up again.
Mr. Howell McDonnel was taken
Mrs. Mollie Williams, who has
to Union City for treatment Monday.
Mrs. Hazel Andrews gave a shower for Mrs. Christine Griffin Saturday. Quite a few were present and
Mrs. Griffin received several presents.
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Yates and
FULTON, KENTUCKY
daughter of Western were in this
TODAY AND SATURDAY
community Saturday.
Double Featuie
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Barnett and
daughter, Maxie, were in Fulton
Friday.
Mrs. Ralph Clack of Western
called on Mrs. Ben Barnett Saturday.
Mrs. Brady Jones and daughter
Plus
visited Mrs. Mollie Williams one
Constance Moore In
night last week.
"MEXICANA"
Miss Maude Lawrence visited
with Mrs. Lovie Watson Sunday.
Sunday - Monday - Tuesday
Sunday School at Brownsville is
preresing nicely, with 55 present
Sunday.
Mrs. Sallie Jones of Union City
visited her brother, Ben Barnett
and family Sunday.
Mrs. Ira Edwards of Hickman
visited her daughter, Mrs. Cecil
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
Barnett one day last week.
Several from this neighborhood
called on Mr. Peter Curlin the 17th,

BROWNSVILLE

ASTAIREIMOLA PA.
IN TECHNICOLOR ,

CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR SALE--55-gal. reconditioned fuel oil drums, $2.25; 50-gal.
syrup bbls. $2.00, f. o. b., Memphis.
American Trading Post, 1086 N.
10tc.
7th St., Memphis.

FULTON, KENTUCKY
TODAY AND SATURDAY

FOR RENT—Two houses on adjoining farms. Also 25 to 35 acres
of well located land, with two and
three acres of tobacco bases. See
Mattie Vincent Fulton Route 3,
State Line Road.
2tc
FOR - SALE--Two good lots in
Highlands, 100x50 feet. Will sell
both, or one. Paul Bushart, Phone
470.

that being his 93rd birthday. Smiling King and His Ridge Hutmer
Band furnished some special music.
Mr. asid Mrs. Ray McCorty of
Hickman visited in this conununity Sunday.

PILOT OAK
Doyle Finley returned
home
Wednesday of last week, having
received his discharge. Doyle is
the only son of Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Finley.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Rhodes, Mrs.
Evelyn Bond and children, Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Collins and children were
Sunday afternoon visitors of Mr.
and Mrs. Will Collins.
A shower was given Mrs. Clarence French Saturday afternoon.
Refreshments were served to the
following guests: Lucille Emerson,
Idlene Emerson, Delsie Owens, Violet Emerson, Loreen Glisson, Ruth
Weems, Roselle Webb, Darleska
Wright, Mary Works, Este Works,
Dessie Colethrap, Eveline Yates,
Tennie House, Catherine Olive,
Moma Witt, Ethel Roberts, Adena
Byars, Ruby Steele, Pernie Vincent,
Pearl Carr, Pauline Carr, Dorothy
Emerson. Violet Bushart, Bessie
Glisson, Versie Carman, Cora Roberts, Mrs. Vaughn, Letha Wilson,
Mary Nabors, Josie, Mary Ellen
and Nell.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Easlley and
Virginia, Mr. and Mrs. Alvis Steele
and children and Mrs. Rhodes were
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
Ferd Steele.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Wright
took Sunday dinner with Mr. and
Mrs. Bruce Vincent.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Waggener
and Robert visited relatives in Paducah Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Rhodes and Mrs.
Mary Collins went to Fulton Saturday afternoon.

DUKEDOM

SUNDAY-MONDAY
Lynne Roberts - William Terry
In

"Behind City Lights"
TUES. - WED. - THURS.
Double Feature
Edmund Lowe - Jean Rogers
In

"Strange Mr. Gregory"
Plus
Nancy Kelly - John Loder
in

Woman Who Came Back

PLAIN
CHAMBRY
ORIGINAL
DESIGN
BY

SIZES
11— IS

FOR SALE-15 tons of 1Red
Clover and 20 tons of Lespedeza
A house hold shower was given
hay.
McGehee & Roberts, Rt. 4,
Saturday
afternoon, March 23, by
Hickman, Ky.
Mrs. Almus Byars in honor of her
FOR SALE—Spotted Poland Chi- son and daughter-in-law, Mr. and
na Boars, soon re-ady for service. Mrs. Bates Byars. Games were
McGehee & Roberts, Rt. 4, Hick- played during the afternoon. Those
man, Ky.
present wer: Mrs. Lewis Armstrong, Mrs. Maggie House, Mrs.
FOR SALE-1937 Buick RoadJunior House, Mrs. G. Moore, Mrs.
master, 4-door sedan. Good condiAlmond McGuire. Mrs. George
tion. Below ceiling, at Ladd & HoliWebb, Mrs. Estes Cunningham, Mrs.
field Garage, Riceville.
ltp
Lottie Carr, Mrs. Seyburn Choate,
FOR RENT—Inunediately. 100- Mrs. Phil Parker, Mrs. Lillie NTHacre farm on paved highway, be- ler, Mrs. Byars, Mrs. Jim Holt, Mrs.
tween Greenfield and Bradford. Claude NeLson, Mrs. Luther Hedge,
Money rent or 1-3 share crop. Mrs. Hubert Jacksbn, Mrs. Jimmy
Good land, house and barn. Plenty Jackson, Mrs. Coll.!. Aldridge. Mrs.
pasture.
L. M. Brown, Bradford. Hobert Woodruff, Mrs. John BowTenn.
2tp den, Mrs. B. A. Winston, Mrs. Lott
McCall, Mrs. Neal Hedge, Mrs. Velma LaFreze, Mrs. Mace Pose. Miss
Rorothy Dean Rose, Mrs. Edwin
Cannon, Mrs. Wilson Cannon, Mrs.
Rice Mayo, Bessie and Juanita
Webb. Mrs. Elson McGuire, Mrs.
Harvey McClain,,Mrs. T. J. Heath,
Mrs. Haford Andrews,
Shirley
Canter, Mrs. Millie Hedge, Mrs.
Mattie McClain and Mrs. Chess Morrison, the hostess Mrs. Almus Byars and Mrs. Lois Roberts.
The Pilot Oak Independent Basket ball team won the tournament
at Martin he past week. They won
over Huntington Saturday night
39 to 38. The players include, Clifton Cavender, Paul Harwood. Bill
Floyd, P. Adams, Pete Muhphy,
Wayne Cavender, Elson McGuire,
and Bates Byars.
A community play, "Dotty and
Daffy" will be held at Welch
school, Friday night, March 29.
and Mrs. Lonzo Stafford
a d son of Latham visited Mr. and
Mrs. Hobert Woodruff Saturday
night.
Mrs. Jimmy Jackson and Mrs.
Hubert Jackson were in Murray
Saturday.
Mrs. Edwin Cannon and Max,
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Canner and
Mikie Faulkner visited Mr. and
Mrs. Colie Aldridge Tuesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Cavender,
Mr. Jess Cavender, Mr. M. T. Cartnon and Mr. and Mrs. Leon Faulkner and Mikie visited Mr. and Mrs.

Palestine Homemakers
The Clothing Construction lesson,
featuring sleeves, ho wto set them
in. pressng, using a tailor's cushion,
and making shoulder pads, was
very ably presented by Mrs. Roberto Thompson and Mrs. C. B. Caldwell when the Palestine Homemakers met at the home of Mrs. J.
H. Lawrence on Maple AVe., with
Mesdames Lowrence, M. C. Brown,
and E. O. Deweese as hostesses,
ian March 15.
The president, Mrs. Hillman Collier presided and gave a' report of
Advisory Council and then led a
"Discussion for Homemakers."
Mrs. Gus Browder, the reading
chairman, talked on "Brazil" and
A. M. Browder gave the landscape
lesson, making timely suggestions.
Miss Margaret Howard, H. D. A.
discussed D. D. T.
For recreation Mrs. Ed Thompson
led the group in singing "Michiel
Finnegan."

Course for you
A full College
PAID
WITII EXPENSES
Here's important news for young
men 18 and over (17 with parents' consent). Under the (4
Bill of Rights, if you enlist in the
U. S. Army- before October 6,
1946, for 3 years, upon your discharge you will be entitled to 48
mop ths of college, trade or business school education. Tuition
up to $500 per .ordinary school
year will be paid. And you a ill
receive $65 monthly living allowance-990 if 'you are married. Get the fillets at your
nearest U. S. Army Recruiting
Station.

Mesdames W. R. Reid Earle
Boone and Mrs. Betty Hopkins
were visitors.

kr Weeks
ON YOUR PANTRY SHELF

The highest power may be lost
by misrule. —Syrus.
Edwin Cannon and Mr. and Mrs.
Wilson Cannon Sunday.
Those attending the tournament
Saturday night at Martin were:
Mr. and Mrs. Bates Byars, Mr.
and Mrs. Junior House, Mr. and
Mrs. Elson McGuire, Mr. and Mrs
Wilson Cannon, Mr. and Mrs. Colic
Aldridge, Mr. and Mrs. John Bowden, Mr. and Mrs. Vetha McClain,
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Thomas.

NIGHT
COUGHS

duoto colds
are eased, stidcy phlegm loceened up,
irritated upper breathing passages are
soothed and relieved,by rubbing Vicks
Va...Rub on throat, chest and back
at
time. Blessed relief as VapoRub
PDIETRATES to up bran:Wel
tubes with its special
vapors,
STIMULATES chest and back surfaces like a warming poultice.
Often by moming mast of the misery of the cold is gone! Remember —
ONLY VAPORUB Gives Yee this special double action. It's tirne-tested,
home-proved ... the best-knovkhome
rernedy for reliev- v
ing miseries of
children's colds
V:
:0
1 Ru

NOW! Bake any time...at a moment's notice with
FleiiEhminn's Fast Rising Dry Yeast

le

If you bake at home— baking day is any day
you feel like it, with Fleischmann's Fast Rising
Dry Yeast. Easy-to-use,extra-fast, Fleischmann's
Fast Rising stays fresh, full strength for weeks
on your pantry shelf. Always ready for instant
action. Get Fleischmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast
today. The menfolk will brag about your baking
more than ever. At your grocer's.

THE AIR AGE OF TOMORROW
IS HERE-TODAY-NOW!
Regardless of your business or profession YOU, TOO, CAN benefit
from this modern means of transportation. NOW is the time to get in on
the ground floor of one of the world's biggest industries— AVIATION.

Alvin P. Noltemeier, formerly, a pilot in the Army Air Corps, with
over 3,500 hours of flying time, mos t of which has been as a flight instructor, is now permanently located at the Gill-Dove Airways as General Manager and C. 'A. A. Flight E xaminer.

We are in a position to take care of your flying needs, including the
issuing of C. A. A. licenses. For full particulars come out today and contact Alvin P. Noltemeier.

Be Quick To Ltd

Bronchitis

gh

Chronic bronchitis may develop
your cough, chest cold, or acute bronchitis IS nOt tre-ated and you cannot afford to take a chance with any medicine
kes potent than Creomulsion which'
roes right to the seat of the trouble to
help loosen and expel germ laden
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and
heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial
mucous membranes.
Crectimision blends beechwood creosote by special prooesa with other time
tested medicines for cough& It contalna
no narcotle.s.
No matter how many medicines yoU
have tried. tell yotpr druggist to aell yott
bottle of Creomtilsion with the understasidingLiill mustlike thgay it quickee% or
mughioPhavo ynoir
j
em
stoneli
bact.(Adv./

GILL DOVE AIRWAYS
MARTIN, TENNESSEE
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Retonga Is No. 1 With
Him Says Merchant
Can Eat Anthing He Wants morning feeling as though I had
slept an hour. My elimination
Now, Sleeps Fine, And not
was so sluggish that I was forced
In
Better
Than
Feels
to depend on laxatives, I lost twenYear s. Could Hardly ty pounds and felt so fagged out
Look After His Business. that it was difficult for me to look

WEST STATE COUNTIES
WELL REPRESENTED IN
M1D-SOUTH STOCK SHOW

THE AMERICAN WAY

[

Four-H Club members, and Future Farmers in practically every
West Tennessee county will exhibit animals in the 10th annual MidSouth Livestock Show and Sale in
Memphis April 5th and 6th, according to J. S. Robinson, swine
specialist of the -T Extension Service. It is anticipated that 1,000
fat hogs and 3b0 baby beefs will
be shown by Tennessee exhibitors,
Robinson said.
Cash premiums totaling $1,800
will be awarded, in addition to registred animals which wiwIl be given
by various livestock
and
swine
breeders associations. The cash awards were contributed by the
Tennessee Department of Agriculture through Commissioner O. E.
Van Cleave, the South Memphis
Stock Yards and the livestock commission firms on the yards.

loan she no wseeks.
Fundamental difference between
the nation an dthe boy, it seems to
us, is that of simple honesty in
their business transactions.

There never did, and never aril
exist anything permanenny noble
and excellent in the character mitalla
is a stranger to the exercise at seeelute self-denial. —Wallin. ScoffL

It Pays To Advertise in THE NEWS.

aid1011.(6/11

"And a little child shall lead
them." (Isaith 12:6) That is just one
of the thousands of wise and true
observations to be found in the
"Retonga is Number One medi- after my business.
Greatest of All Books.
"The way Retonga relieved me
cine with me since I tried it," deEditor Clyde A. Eckman of the
nial* Mr. M. Crawford, well-known beats anything I ever saw. I eat
Casa Grande (Arizona), Democratmerchant and restaurant operator three square meals a day without
ic weekly, tells a simple story on
We take much pride and interest in serving our palms
of Livingston, Ky., in adding his fear and I have regained ten
his editorial page oi a colored boy
and invite you to visit us often.
pounds.
I
sleep
like
a
"rail
splitter".
name to the thousands praising this
in his employ. This young lad, in
noted herbal stomachic and Vitamin The constipation is relieved, and I
all probability unaware or how he
believe I feel better than in twenty
B-1 medicine.
is setting an example of how to win
"For several months," continued years. Retonga is surely a medicine
confidence and establish credit, disMr. Crawford, "it seemed to me that you can rely on."
plays a degree of dividend-paying
every bite of food I swallowed sourRetonga is intended to relieve dishonest that many a nation and.
ed in my stomach. I completely tress due lo insufficient flow of
many an individual would do well
PAN-AM GASOLINE, MOTOR OILS
lost my appetite anersimply forced gastric juices in the stomach, loss
to emulate.
myself to eat one meal a day so I of appetite, Vitamin B-1 deficiency
At this particular time when
See us for your Garden Seed, Onion Sets, Seed Petal's
could muster enough strength to and constipation. Accept no submany foreign nations are beleagurROUTE THREE
be in my store. I felt high-strung titute. Retonga may be. obtained at
ing Washington, seeking to tap the
...and restless, and got
up every Demyer's Drug Store.
supposedly bottomless treasury of
PHONE 300
Dave Jones suffered a paralytic Jricle Sam, it might be a good idea
stroke last week and his condition to ponder upon the lesson in "how
is critical.
to keep on's credit good," as exMrs. Jack Newton of Mayfield is emplified by this part-time emvisiting her daughter, Mrs. W. A. ployee of the Casa Grande Dispatch.
Crittendon this week.
Honest dealings between nations
Mrs. G. W. Brann,... and W. M.
are just as essential as is integrity
Foster and wife we.re'the guests of
between individuals. The individual
J. C. Foster and 'wife Thursday
Free from crime and sensational news... Free from
who borrows and makes no serious
bias... Frqp from "special interest" control ... Free to political
night
for
supper,
the
occasion
betdl you
effort to repay, sooner or later
the truth about world events, Its own world-wide staff of
ing J. C.'s birthday.
correMartin Highway, Near South Fulton Selma
finds himself in the embarrassing
spondents bring you on-ciao-spot news and its meaning so you
Marshei Lowry
spent Friday
and your family. Fads issue filled with unique self-help
and uncomfortable position of havfeatures
night with B. H. Lowry and family.
so dip and keep.
ing cut himself off from all sources
Mrs R. S. Gossom had a tele.4
The Chilnlisa Odom rdisillaga
of borrowing. Likewise a nation
salift
rlPlow* sold 8411•44 cONOS I
I Om WM/ Unit, Orlin 15.
gram from her husband
stating
LJ a The Graeae Scare's, I
that repudiates its foreign obligaI Maw
that he was on his way to the good
Motto%
tions eventually winds up broke
old U. S. A.
Plasm sea a calossoste 1
and with no banker friends in the
i atsi.soos
E. C. Lowry and wife visited
Sae
I--I grid sebserietiosa I or- I
Mei
community of nations, willing to
close SI
Dave Jones Monday night.
sooss,............sossoreeeassemassorossooroal
advance badly needed money or
J. C. Foster, T. W. .Weems, and
credit. Once again is proven the
Dean Williams went to Mayfield
truth of "And a little child .shall
Monday.
lead_ them," as Editor Eckman
Mrs. Onie Lowry visited Mrs. J.
points out the moral to be learned
C. Foster Friday.
employees,
from the youngest of his .
Mrs. Andrew
Williams visited
in his home-spun editorial, which
Mrs. Onie Lowry Thursday afterI now quote;
noon.
Great nations, which seek large
Mrs. Norman Blalock spent the
scale financial aid from this counpast week with her mother, Mrs.
try, while memories of their failure
Ernest Morgan.
to pay debts incurred after the
Messrs. William and J. C. Foster,
first World War still rankle in
with their wives, toured the counAmerican minds, could profits by
try Sunday sight seeing the followscrutinizing the borrowing habits of
ing places enroute, beginning with
you
a young Dispatch employee.
Dukedom, Lynville, Tri City, Lynn
of
and
dark
years
old
Edward, 14
Grove, Murray, Cold Water, Farmhue, folds papers for a• few hours
guy Broadbent's hybrid sood cora from
ington, and Mayfield.
Mrs. G. W. Brann, Mrs.
Hoyt each Thursday evening, and someBruce, and Mrs P. J Brann, visited times finds himself short of the
view
Mrs. Jimmy Clements Wednesday. necessary funds with which to
encompasses
Mrs. G. W. Brann attended the the twwo movies he
night's entertainment.
brush party of Mrs. J. J. Clement into a single
When that happens, Edward apMonday afternoon.
plies for and gets, an advance of
P. J. Brann, wife and little son,
"fo' bits," against his next pay
David, visited in Hazel, Ky., WedSaturday
on
check. Promptly
nesday.
morning Edward returns the fifty
Mrs. Annie Mae Frost of Detroit,
cent piece, thus restoring his credit
with W. M. Foster and wife., spent
rating against the following week's
Wednesday night with Clint Glover
emergency.
of Mayfield, who is a brother of
}lad England, in the years followMrs. Foster. Mrs. Frost returned
ing the first World War, exhibited
to Detroit Friday.
Hickman Hardware Co., Hickman, Ky.
Elmo Foster and wife spent Sat- the financial acumen shown by the
there
now
Negro
boy,
young
local
urday night with her parer's, Mr.
be no question of granting the three
and Mrs. Hollis.
A. C. Butts & Sons, Pilton, Ky.
dollar
Mrs. Alvin Foster, Jack and Bet- and three-quarter billion
ty, Mary Lou and Cary Sue McGuire of Dukedom, attended the
show Saturday night.
THE OLD JUDGE SAYS...
Mrs. Lizzie Foster visited Mrs. J.
C. Foster Saturday afternoon.
Mary Lou and Carrie Sue, twin
girls of Alton MsGuire were week
end guests of Betty Foster.
Miss Betty Hodges of Union City
Tenn., spent the week end with her
parents, Chester Bennett and wife.
She also visitd her grandfather,
Dave Jones Sunday.
The children of B. H. Lowry and
wife, had a very nice day with them
Sunday an dsupper about 3 p.rn.
Present were Barkley Parrish and
wife, Mrs. R. S. Gossom and sons,
Jerry Wayne and Larry.
E. C. Lowry and wife, went to
Cane Creek church
for services
Sunday.
Alvin Foster and family attended
church services at Oak Grove Sunday.
Dean Williams, wife and son, RonI have purchased the old D-X Service Station,
nie, went to Mayfield Saturday.
corner Mayfield Highway and Thetford-st.,
Hoyt Bruce and wife visited his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bruce
and have opened it to service the motoring
a near Sedalia from Thursday to
public. I invite and appreciate your patronage.
Saturday.
Harold Taylor, 10-year-old son of
GEORGE:"Yes, I certainly would like to
—BILL HOLLAND
much is being done to help them by finding
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Taylor celebrathear why you call that an old fashioned
out and correcting the condition that leads
ed
idea, judge."
birthday Sunday with a nice
them to excess."
STANDARD GASOLINE
Secral guests were preGEORGE:"How many folks are there like
OLD IIIDGE: "Glad to tell you, George.
sent nd a nice time was enjoyed by
AND MOTOR OILS
tbat, Jue
Until recently, a person known as an alall.
OLD JUDGE:"Well, according to scientific
coholic was generally treated as a social
M
Lizzie Foster
outcast. Little if anything was done to
research, 95% of the people who drink,
is low and
drink sensibly. 5% do so unwisely, at times.
understand him or help him. But, during the
lonelv, sad and blue. She spent
Included in that 51, is the small percentage
past few years, medical research and study
Sati;rday night alone. We suggest
of the sick people I'm talking about."
has developed that alcoholics are really sick
she Fet herself a help mate.
people ... that there is usually a deepGEORGE: "That certainly gives
a
rooted physical, social or emotional reason
clearer picture. It's the most sensible apEleven hour, non-stop, coast to
behind their behavior. That's,why today so
proach
I've ever heard on the subject."
coast air :nail service has been
launched by one of the domestic
FILL UP WITH US1
airlines on its
transcontinental
albertionsoli are by Galore's ef Moires
route.
besects
.
1 0
.
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Phone 187
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hybrids are the best for you, too.
•White and yellow hybrid seed eorn are processed in different plants to prevent oolor
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• Let Broadbent's "Double Entre" hyliHils
make more money in 1946 with more
bushels per acre.
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NEW ELECTRIC
Merchandise Is Arriving!
history of the world.
The time is not far distant now when this nation will see the greatest electrical age in the
finer displays of
Many new electric items are arriving now at onr store, and you can expect larger and
life.
Electrical Merchandise that will provide more comfort and convenience in every walk of
No. 1 Special This Week-

No. 2 Special This Week-

No.3 Special This Week-

STUDIO COUCH

PIECE

". DINNERWARE SET

ELECTMC CHURN

values we have ever
Here's one of the most outstanding
Studio Couch, regular
offered. Handsomely upholstered
dy'll snap this up
579.95 value. OUR SPECIAL (Somebo
ONLY
quick)

Hollywood Electric Broiler,
$21.95
table type, OPA price
Super-Star Electric Broiler,
$12.65
OPA ceiling price
Cory Electric Coffee Maker,
stove
Large size, complete with
$28.95
Combination Hot Plate - Toaster,
$5.00
Excellent breakfast set
Packard Electric Razor,
$15.00
Complete with cord
Electric Irons
$5.30
Complete with cords
ELECTRIC IRONS
Complete With Cord
$7.49
Electric Hot Plates,
$2.69
Single Unit
Electric Hot Plates,
$6.05
Double Unit
Electric Hot Plates,
$9.50
Double Unit
Electric Fans,
$2.10
Super Air _brand
Electric Fans,
$2.85
Super Air brand
Electric Fans,
$5.35
Super Air brand
3-4 Horse Power Electric Motor,
$49.50
Heavy duty type

GARDEN AND LAWN HOSE
Complete with connections and
nozzle.
$3.95 and $4.95
25-Foot Length
$6.95 and $7.95
50-Foot Length
GARDEN HOSE AND REEL
50-Foot Hose with metal reel.
$8.95
Complete. Our Special
SPRAY WITH DDT
New shipment of Bee Brand Insect
Spray with DDT added. Also
spray guns.
Roast King

Aluminum
$12.31

3 gallon glass jar. Regular price $16.75.

Our Special Only -

$14.95

$4.75

$39.95
See Our Window Display of
Electrical
Mei•chandise

A labor saver,

will
Fire King dinnerware, it will stand the heat. This set
lend charm to any table. 36-piece set only- --

ALL-METAL
Special Values This Week
All Metal Clothes Hamper _ $2.50
All Metal Garbage Containers,
With automatic step-on lid lifter
$3.95
All Metal Vegetable Bin _ $2.25
Combination Set, aluminum smok$4.25
ing stand and table

FLOURESCENT LIGHT/NG
FIXTURES AND ALL KINDS
OF LAMPS
We have a good assortment of
Flourescprit Fixtures with various
sizes in tube lights; also a choice of
electric lamps, for desk, boudoir,
bed, floor or table use.
Goose Neck Desk Lamps

$2.69

'NEW k.

Broiler
All Metal Medicine Cabinet $3.95

NEW ARRIVALS IN RECORDS
We invite you to visit our Record Department, where new arrivals in recordings
are available. weekly. Latest hits in
popular blues, hillbillies and classical
numbers. Victor, Columbia, Becca, Capitol
and other recordings.

r
We are able to give our customers ONE DAY radio repai
service. Work guaranteed.

$14.00

Desk Lamp and Fountain Pen Set
$5.95
$2.59
All Metal Bed Lamp
See us for new lamp shades.
Floor Lamps, Table Lamps,
Boudoir Lamps ___ $4.50 to $19.50

FARM RADIOS

REMEMBER US FOR YOUR RECORDING S1PPLIES-We
needles, record albums, racks, cabinets, etc.

PROMPT RADIO REPAIR SERVICE I I

Flourescent Desk Lamps,
Complete with tube light

Sonora radio, complete with batteries

$40.35

RADIO BATTERIES
We carry a full line of radio batteries. All types. A and B
Packs, B Batteries, C Batteries, and also Flashlight Batteries.

FULTON EL, ECTRIC*-8E FURNITURE CO.
319413 WALNUT STREET
rimIMQ$1441,,,

•.

ERNEST LOWE, Manager
. ,

PHONE 100

FULTON,SENTUCK1

THE FULT014 COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY

CHAS. W. BURROW
REAL ESTATE and
PUBLIC AUCTIONEER

THE COMMON DEFENSE
We, The People

'We, the people.'
"In that simple phrase the whole
is
philosophy of Americanism
implicit. In that simple phrase we
can discern the very essense of our
democracy. The very soul of our
patriotism."
Thus the spirit, which vvas the
core of the philosophy held by the
founders of America, lives again
today in the minds and hearts of
their successors. The advocates of
disunity in this country—`who try
to set race against race, class against class, religion against religion—have not made the progress
they at first believed possible. With
few exceptions they have failed to
elect to public office men who represent their un-American position.
We, the people still stand together.
We must go on that way—gathering strength and keeping in clear
view the vision of a united and
democratic America—fighting for
the recognition and protection of
each other's rights--exposing the
propaganda of subversive ektnents
to divide us—electing men and
women to public office who believe
in the principles of American democracy and who have the courage
to insist that these be practiced.

Recently at the Second Annual
Dinner Meeting of the Institute for
NATIONAL
CITY
OrVICE OVER
AmeriCan Democracy in the New
BANK—PHONE 61
England Area, Governor Maurice J.
Farm and City Property Tobin of Massachusetts said some
memorable words. "America, as we
List or Buy With Us! know, was "conceived in liberty
and dedicated to the proposition
that all men are created equal," he
declared. "Upon that principle; e.s
REPAIR WORK
upon a cornerstone, the edifice of
our government has been erected.
am now able to do seme
In the Preamble to the Constitution
repair work on watches and
you will find ahat all-important
invite your patronage.
principle expressed in a phrase that
to me to symbolize the spirit
seems
R. M. KIRKLAND
of our American democracy. That
Jeweler
phrase is 'We the people of the
MAIN STREXT
United States."
FULTON
KY.
"'We the people'—what could be
simpler? Yet, what could be more
significant? 'We, the people'—not
the men and women of any one racial stock pf any one creed, or of
any one color. Not the men and women who have received a certain
amount of education, or who have
acquired a modicum of.culture, or
&ma Dopesidoiliii
who have gained presige, but —
Homely
'We, the people.' rermanenoe
"Not any particular class or RE'VIEWING A RECENT KEN,
Strength
TUCK Y PARENT-TEACHER
group; not the rich or the poor;
not the employed or the une.nployThe Manch State Bulletin of
ed; not the strong or the weak;-not
the capitalist or the laborer— but parents and teachers is extra long
and exceeding newsy. Thanks to
the editorial staff for the revealing
map enclosed which lists local units
FOR
and councils of each county. Who
HEALTH'S SAKE.—
would believe there are thirty-five
counties with no recognized P. T.
SEE YOUR
A's. Fulton county only has three,
CHIROPRACTIC
namely West Fulton, Terry Norman
Bold Only Thru
PHYSICIAN
and Hickman. Hicicman county and
Funeral Directors.
Graves county each have only one.
PHONE 450
Slade and Serviced ita'
March brings responsibilities in
DR. B. L. DAVIS
the elections of new and capable
KATTERJOHN
Upstairs Over Fry Shoe Store
leaders to carry forward the work
(.:oncrete Products
FULTON, KENTUCKY
that .we have known and loved.
Paducah, Ky.
Neww leaders must have deep and
unchanging faith in the ParentTeacher organization and all for
1-1.ch it stands. Other necessary
traits for successful leaders are: unOur Nation-Wide Affiliations
selfishness, wisdom, understanding,
Enables us to serve familes who have moved to
determination, ability, prepared-ness, insight and tact. They must
distant cities
be broad- enough to serve without
necessarily getting personal gain or
glory—to gire others sredit for
what they may have accomplished.
FULTON, KY.
After all, the person who puts
most into any worthwhile project
AMBULANCE SERVICE
is the one who gets the most real
Day or Night—Phone 7
benefit.
Mrs. Clarence Wood produced a
We handle the Famous BRONZOLEUM Vaults
lovely tribute to our distilct presidents for the outstanding results
of their efforts. Our obvious need
is to induce all parents who are
not members into our groups The
United States has 3,487,138 rnembers
associations.
pat ent-teacher
of
Schools are most successful where
such groups thrive.
Ameeicans are too complacent apreventable casualties
bout the
our nation suffers constantly. Accidents here at home: killed 355,000:
injured 36,000,000; killed in battle,
261,608; wounded in battle 651,911.
All childres must be protected at
home, at school and in the com—
munity.
"Pre-School" by Mrs. Mark Baker, chairman of this committee —
"Train up a child in the v;ay he
should go and when he is old he
will not depart from it." Proverb—
A child's future is in the parent's
hands.
"Campbell county members is
trying to develop a better understanding of the P. T. A. program."
Mrs. A. Cundiff, president, Grace
Tracy, publicity chairman. Sixth
district has only one county unorganized.
Prestonia school of Louisville has
1,138 members, ranking highest in
the state.
The Kcmtucky congress of parents and teachers hereby calls its
membership's attention to the convention at Ash ands, Kentucky,
April 24, 25, and 26 1946.
Convention Theme:
"Horizons for Kentucky's ChilAPPOINTMENTS MADE IN ADVANCE
dren."

The
BRONZOLEUM
concrete Burial Valid,

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

PLUMBING
SERVICE
CALL 825-R

R.D.STRATTON
Plumber

24 -HOUR

TAXI SERVICE

call JIFFY CAB
PHONE 23
WE SELL—
Popular Magazines
Newspapers
Tobaccos
Cold Drinks
Confections

Jiffy Newstand
106 Lake Street Extension

THE FUTURE OF MANKIND
Strange as it may seem the fate
of people on this earth may come
to rest on such simple matters as
low we use a little metal or what
we may do with a stick of wood.
The metal referred to is a he.avy,
hard, nkkel-white ore called uranium. From it modern science has
learned to create atomic energy,
so deadly that its use in some future
war could easily wipe out all plant,
animal and human life forever.
The stick of wood is a stick of
pulpwood. From its fibers science
made paper—paper for newsprint,
for. magazines, for book,s, for stationary and for practically everything else upon which human
thoughts are written.

These are two elements that may
decide the future of mankind.
Atomic energy offers people an
easy way to commit suicide. Yet
it also holds forth the prospect that
atomic energy, used for peace, can
bring wonderful new blessings to
man.
But how is this strange atomic
force really to be used? Will nations continue to mistrust each other, constantly rearming, and in the
end going to war once more? Or
will nations and their people learn
to live together in peace and harmony?
The ansZers to thee questions
are to be found in paper. With papand dtbooks, for
er for Bibles
newspapers and magazines, for all
the thousands of other peacetim..‘
ways in which knowledge can be
spread, man may learn in time ta
love his neighbor, and nations may
learn to slo likeise.
It has always been the historiz
mission of paper, paperboard and
other pulpwood products to fight
for progress and civilization. The
top quality pulpwood you cut and
peel NOW will be carrying on the
great fight for _a lasting peace at
a time when we need it most.

welcome death on the 30th of June
if Congress refuses to extend its
life.
OPA is not holding the line
against inflation but is holding the
line against production and employment.
Men are qualified for civil liberty in ehact proportion to their disposition to put moral chains upon
their own appetites. —Burke.
If our inward griefs were seen
written on our brow, how many
would be pitied ho are now envied. —Metastasio.
Trouble is a thing that will come
without our call; but true joy will
no tspring up without ourselves.—
Bishop Patrick.
We judge ourselves by what v:c
feel r_•apable of doing while others
judge us by what we have already
dont —Longfellow.

To those who frequently pine
vvith great pride to the superiority
of socialism and communism over
the American system, we want to
say: If socialism and communism
are so exceedingly wonderful, why
do the largest and most experienced
commuistic country in the world
(Russia) and the largest socialistic
country in the • world (England)
have to come to this country to
borrow money? If we turn to socialism or communism, there won't be
any country left from which we can
borrow. If you have a good thing,
it is always a good idea to keep it.
And it might also be a good idea
for Uncle Sam to kmp the money
he is thinking of lending Russia
and England. Anyway, isn't it
peculiar how some men will think
the systems of other countries are
so much better than the systems of
their own country? They _are to
be compared to the farmer who so
greatly admired the corn that wa.s
growing in his neighbor's "cornfields that he allowed his own corn
to perish for want of attention.
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W. W. Jones & Sons
Funeral Home
Phone US
129 University
MARTIN. TENN.
A Distinctive Servioe WeD
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FEED and SEED
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Near Illinois Central Freight Depot and Stock Yards
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Our American system is good
enough if we will work at it. Under it in less than two hundred
years America has grown to be
most outstanding nation in the
world. We have more comforts of
life, more radios, telephones, autoother conveniences
mobiles and
than the people of any- other nation—and they belong to Lis, not
to the governinent under which we
live. How much more do you want
for your money?
Joseph Stalin was eiected a deputy to the Supreme Soviet by 100
per cent vote. There was no other
candidate. There was co opposition. There was not even the possibility of voting against him or his
policies. In fact, there was no opposition to any candidate ih any
part of the country. It is forbidden.
That is Soviet Russia is called
democracy—
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The telephone is more than convenient communication. It is a means of doing business, a way for the

ION

merchant to put his store in his customers' homes.
Democracy •does not involve
unity. Is is the free expression of
the will of the people on political
questions. The rights of the opposition are as fully protected bylaw as the rights of those in power. The recent elections in Russia
were by any definition not a democratic procedure. They were a
confirmation of dictatorship and
despotism.

In serving business, the Telephone Company
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accepts a great responsibility—the obligation to
meet every need of the business man who depends
on the telephone.
With the Company—as with the corner drug
store—earnings are vital to continued success. And

ablo

because the telephone has become a part of everyday life, telephone earnings are a subject of im-
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portance to all.
The .0PA is the biggest bureaucracy in our government outside
the Navy and Army. It is the
spearhead of the little clique which
wants to set up a Soviet Socialist State here in America.
OPA was passed by Congress as
an ager,:y to control prices during
war time. THE WAR IS OVER
The war was actually ended Sept. 2,
1945 on V-J Day. The OPA is
more pewerful. today and has
several thousand more employees
swarmina over the country harassing American citizens than it had
at any tmie during hostilies.
OPA is the most arrogant, impudent and tyrannical government
agency ever to be inflicted on!
American. citizens.. It pays not the I
slightest attention to the price law I
as intended to operate by the Con- I
gress. OPA will die a natural and l

In 1945, telephone earnings were the lowest in
the past 23 years. For 1946, the outlook is for even
lower earnings. In keeping with the general trend

EIS

throughout the country, wages have recently been
increased. The cost of everything else going into
the furnishing of telephone service is also clirnbing.

at I

Adequate earnings are a basic necessity to the
American way of life. Earnings must be sufficient
to enable industry to maintain high standards of
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service and to attract capital for expansion. As for
the Telephone Company, they are indispensable ir
the fulhusefulness of the telephone in carrying on
the business of the community is to be safeguarded.
SOUTHERN SILL TillEitliONs AND reilmiliaii,pm coetrANT
hisere•reted
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